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Abstract

The digital era is bringing along new global threats among which cybersecurity

related ones emerge as truly worrisome. Cybercrime is rising and attackers may have

varied incentives such as financial, revenge or intellectual. Against this background,

cyber infrastructures often install firewalls to filter incoming traffic to the network

as a first defense line. However, these have weaknesses. For instance, they cannot

protect from spoofed attacks bypassing its filter rules.

The proliferation of cyber attacks and the increasing interconnectivity of organi-

sations provide a major interest referring to the new cyber threats affecting supply

chain operations in a new field which we call Supply Chain Cyber Risk Management

(SCCRM). Given the reluctance of companies to release attack data, the inefficiencies

of detecting systems and the problem at hand, we develop a general framework

for SCCRM based on expert judgement. The framework supports risk assessment

regarding various attacking techniques tailored to an organization and its suppliers,

making use of information coming from a Threat Intelligent System. The framework

estimates the probability of a sufficiently harmful attack taking into account the

security environment and posture, as well as the possible impacts over the company

and its suppliers. The information obtained permits forecasting dangerous situations,

supply chain disruptions, or ranking of suppliers and facilitates the negotiation of

insurance contracts.
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One of the global threats affecting SCCRM is malware. Attackers learn advanced

obfuscation techniques to degrade its detection through anti-malware tools and

machine learning algorithms. We tackle this problem providing a framework for

malware detection. It uses a hybrid approach to obtain the relevant information

from malware, extracting static features directly from binaries and dynamic features

obtained by executing the binaries in an isolated environment. The framework is

based on an adversarial risk analysis approach to improve the detection of malware

obfuscated through metamorphic tools. We analyzed it observing which features are

relevant during the obfuscation process and how their entailed data transformation

may affect classifier performance.

We conclude the study extending the model to detect multiclass malware com-

monly presented in crime servers. Its classification performance degrades for standard

classifiers. The detection of different types of malware is crucial as it affects decision

making during the mitigation process. The extension of the model permits to use

both generative and discriminative algorithms. The model improves performance

compared with raw classifiers.



Resumen

Con la llegada de la era digital han surgido nuevas amenazas globales relacionadas

con la ciberseguridad. Esto ha llevado a las organizaciones a establecer medidas

preventivas para frenar el número de ataques producidos. Sin embargo, estos controles

no suelen ser suficientes debido a que pueden ser vulnerables, por ejemplo, frente a

ataques de "spoofing" o de denegación de servicio (DDoS). En la actualidad, debido

a la proliferación de ataques informáticos y la creciente interconectividad de las

organizaciones para gestionar sus servicios, ha aumentado el interés por la gestión de

ciber riesgos dentro de la cadena de suministro (GCRCS).

Para abordar este problema, hemos desarrollado un modelo que da soporte a la

GCRCS basado en juicios de expertos. El modelo evalúa el riesgo producido por

diferentes tipos de ciber ataques dentro de la cadena de suministro haciendo uso de

la información proveniente de un Sistema Inteligente de Amenazas (SIA). Permite

estimar la probabilidad de un ataque lo suficientemente dañino teniendo en cuenta el

entorno y la postura de seguridad de la organización. Del mismo modo, predice los

posibles impactos sobre la organización y sus proveedores, cuando los ataques afectan

a la disponibilidad de servicios y a la posible pérdida de reputación. La información

obtenida permite predecir posibles situaciones de riesgo, interrupciones en el servicio,

clasificar proveedores y facilita la negociación de seguros.
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Una de las grandes amenazas que afectan a GCRCS es el malware. En la

actualidad, los atacantes aprenden cómo funcionan los sistemas de detección y

desarrollan técnicas de ofuscación que les permiten crear malware difícil de detectar

mediante herramientas de detección, muchas de ellas basadas en algoritmos de

aprendizaje automático. Para abordar este problema, se ha desarrollado un modelo

para la deteción de malware. El modelo establece un enfoque híbrido combinando

la extración de características estáticas de los ficheros y características dinámicas

obtenidas a partir de la ejecución de los binarios en un entorno controlado. El

modelo desarrollado se basa en el análisis de riesgos adversarios para mejorar la

detección y la robustez ante malware ofuscado con herramientas metamórficas. Para

analizar su rendimiento, se ha observado qué características son importantes durante

el proceso de ofuscación y cómo la gestión de estas puede afectar al rendimiento de

los algoritmos de clasificación.

Concluimos la tesis con un modelo para la detección de diferentes tipos de malware

que se encuentran en servidores destinados a su uso criminal, siendo relevante su

clasificación ya que afecta a la toma de decisiones en el proceso de mitigación.

Los clasificadores estándar bajan su precisión cuando detectan los diferentes tipos

de malware. La extensión del modelo permite utilizar algoritmos generativos y

discriminativos. Evaluamos su rendimiento observando que obtiene mejores resultados

que los clasificadores convencionales.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Background

1.1 Introduction

The digital era is bringing along new global threats among which cybersecurity

related ones emerge as truly worrisome; see, for example, the evolution of the Global

Risks Map from the World Economic Forum (2017, 2018, 2019). Cybercrime is

rising and is often costly to organizations as attackers may have incentives such as

financial, revenge, ideological, intellectual or cyberwarfare (Abhishta et al., 2019).

Cyberattacks and data breaches may entail reputation issues for governments, health-

care companies and corporations (PwC, 2018) (Enterprise, 2018).

Infrastructures often install firewalls to filter the incoming network traffic as

a first line of defense. Moreover, its critical components could be attacked, both

incidentally and intentionally (Rao et al., 2016). However, these have some limitations.

For instance, they cannot protect from spoofed attacks or devices that introduce

excessive communication latency bypassing the firewall rules (Sun et al., 2018). Cyber

intrusions can be produced also by users that are not well skilled. For instance, in

electrical substations, a user could change the terminal settings gaining access to the

switch control and fool the power meter data, Kolosok and Korkina (2019). Bada

et al. (2019) identify the key factors that fail in changing people’s behaviour through

cybersecurity awareness campaigns. Rothrock et al. (2018) show that cybersecurity

1



2 Chapter 1. Motivation and Background

must be addressed from the top of the enterprise and should not be delegated to the

Information Technology (IT) department. They propose resilience strategies such as

educating the company leadership, developing a common language, distinguishing

between security and resilience and carrying out strategic business issues.

Almost all relevant areas such as aviation, government, traffic management or

medical health, are affected by cyberattacks. In aviation, for instance, a Russian

APT group jammed Sweden’s air traffic control capabilities grounding hundreds

of flights (Kessler and Craiger, 2018); the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

(PNNL) estimated the cost of mitigating the attack in $1M . Al-Mhiqani et al. (2018)

showed that cyber attacks could aimed at destroying a nation’s servers used for

the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) countries; these attacks produced

destruction of critical infrastructures used in public sectors such as finance, health or

defense. Norris et al. (2018) made a survey about cybersecurity asking government

workers. They found that almost one third of workers (32.5%) said that attacks had

increased and the majority (58.4%) commented that they could not determine the

type of attackers referring to organizations, individuals, state actors or malicious

insiders. In active traffic management (ATM), Khattak et al. (2018) investigated

cybersecurity issues; they built an ATM system prototype based on the actual

system used in Virginia and a monitoring system to detect anomalies in ATM

operations; their research demonstrated that a cyberattack monitoring system is able

to limit the impact of attacks on ATM systems. Medical devices are also a major

concern addressing areas such as data storage, personal identifiable information,

authentication, authorization or system updates; as an example, health web services

allow clients to utilise simple password and the administrator can re-use his password

for all services (Walker, 2018). Wireless communications between patients’ devices

and health care providers can be also manipulated through delaying, communication
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interruption or altering programming. Pacemakers and implantable cardioverter-

defibrillators are devices vulnerable to sensing, overdrive pacing, battery depletion or

wireless interruptions, being critical issues to dependent patients (Baranchuk et al.,

2018). Attackers could also steal medical health records causing intentional harm

to health services. For instance, it was recently estimated that the average cost for

each stolen health care record with confidential information is $380 (Coventry and

Branley, 2018). Moreover, as reflected in Couce et al. (2019), the negative impacts of

such threats may cover not only purely financial costs, but also deaths and injuries

when dealing with cyber-physical systems going through unavailability of services in

enterprise systems.

A key concern in cybercrime is malware (an acronym for malicious software) which

according to ENISA (2019) is among the top threats in the cybersecurity landscape.

Malware (Radai, 1992) in its many forms, including trojans, worms, viruses, spyware

or adware, affects millions of hosts each year (Malwarebytes, 2018). It is crucial to

detect the appropriate type of malware to decide the relevant countermeasures and

mitigate its consequences. Anti-malware tools based on scanning file signatures used

to recognise most malware until relatively recently. However, these tools are much

less effective nowadays due to the continuous changes introduced in such software,

as attackers learn how Information and Communications Technology (ICT) systems

owners advance in protection measures. Methods to hack the systems are diverse,

such as taking advantage of a security breach, a network vulnerability or through a

company’s employee. Once inside, the adversaries introduce malware to accomplish

their objectives.

As well reflected in the NIST-800 cybersecurity framework, this area is very broad

and covers many activities (Newhouse et al., 2017). This introductory chapter will

provide background for the cyber security topics of interest in this thesis and outlines
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its structure. We introduce what we call Supply Chain Cyber Risk Management,

referring to the importance of cyber threats, describing recent approaches for supply

chain management and how cyber threats could impact interconnected organisations.

Then, we focus on detailing of what is malware, why it is a relevant threat within

supply chains, how is it distributed, its societal impact and which are the current

detection methods. We conclude analyzing servers used to commit crimes and

detailing the adversaries’ role when creating malware to fool algorithms. Finally, we

explain the objectives and thesis structure12.

1.2 Supply chain cyber risk management

Economic crises, earthquakes, strikes, terrorist attacks and other events may disrupt

supply chain operations with significant impact over the performance of organisations.

For instance, it is reported that Ericsson lost 400 million euros after their supplier’s

semiconductor plant caught on fire in 2000 (Latour, 2001) or Apple lost many

customer orders during a supply shortage of DRAM chips after an earthquake in

Taiwan in 2016 (Lovejoy, 2016). The complicated interdependencies between critical

infrastructure systems and the propagation of damages could have cascading failure

effects. Within the supply chain there exist relevant factors that determine the

severity of the propagation, including its structure, the human response and the

management of the decision-making processes (Scheibe and Blackhurst, 2018).

Supply chain risk management (SCRM) has come into place to implement strate-

1For reproducibility purposes, code is available at https://github.com/aRedondoH/
MalwareDetectionCluster.git, https://github.com/aRedondoH/AROA.git and https:
//github.com/roinaveiro/ACRA_2.

2The experiments reported were performed in a distributed system with 25 nodes (16 cores,
each at 2.60GHz). All developments, has been implemented in Python 3.6.7 with packages such as
sklearn, numpy, pandas and joblib, and it has been tested with malware datasets from VX (2013)
and Virus Total, Chronicle (2018).

https://github.com/aRedondoH/ MalwareDetectionCluster.git
https://github.com/aRedondoH/ MalwareDetectionCluster.git
https://github.com/aRedondoH/AROA.git
https://github.com/roinaveiro/ACRA_2
https://github.com/roinaveiro/ACRA_2
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gies to manage risks in a supply chain with the goal of reducing vulnerabilities and

avoid service and product disruptions. As in other risk analysis application areas,

SCRM usually involves four processes: identification, assessment, controlling and

monitoring of risks (Bedford and Cooke, 2001). Tang and Tomlin (2008) define the

field as the management of risks through coordination or collaboration among supply

chain partners to ensure profitability and continuity. They consider four basic impact

mitigation areas: supply, demand, product and information management. Ritchie

and Brindley (2007) develop a framework that categorizes risk drivers and integrates

risks dimensions in supply chains. Sharland et al. (2003), Jüttner (2005) and Zsidisin

and Ritchie (2008) identify key issues in SCRM through surveys, presenting best

practices. Hallikas et al. (2004) propose a risk management process in network

environments giving a more holistic view through a risk matrix approach, although

this type of tool has important shortcomings (Cox, 2008). Thekdi and Santos (2016)

introduce dependencies through an input-output model across multiple sectors for

assessing the social and economic factors associated with SCRM. Kern et al. (2012)

illustrate how supply chains would benefit from the capacity of predicting service

unavailability early enough, so as to mitigate interruptions. DiMase et al. (2016)

provide traceability considerations using high risk parts prioritization, certificates

of conformance, adoption of standards and considering resilience to recover the

original functional state after disruption. Foerstl et al. (2010), Bandaly et al. (2012)

and Ghadge et al. (2013) develop frameworks that cover identification, assessment,

response management and performance outcomes. Curkovic et al. (2015) identify

how companies may manage supply chain risks through Failure Mode Effects and

Analysis (FMEA). Fahimnia et al. (2015) present a review of quantitative methods

for SCRM, which are expanding rapidly in the field. Aqlan and Lam (2016) and

Fattahi et al. (2017) used optimization and simulation to deal with deterministic and
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stochastic features in SCRM. Qazi et al. (2017) capture dependence between risks

and risk mitigation strategies using Bayesian Belief Networks. Zahiri et al. (2017)

and Song and Zhuang (2017) are recent examples of areas where SCRM has had a

major impact in real applications. Finally, the role of humans in supply chains is

reviewed in Perera et al. (2018).

Internet constitutes an open, interconnected and global logistics system (Pan

et al., 2017), which employs data storage consisting of hubs provided by many

suppliers (Yang et al., 2017). Besides, companies are also interconnected to conduct

their business operations such as sales or customer services within the supply chain

(Esker, 2017). The evolution in this field over the last three decades is changing from

computers to smart devices using infrastructure services based on cloud computing

(Tjahjono et al., 2017). As a result, it makes managing vulnerabilities complicated

because supply chains are interconnected with high levels of supply (Blackhurst et al.,

2018). In fact, companies use Threat Intelligent Systems (TIS) (Tittel, 2017), to

collect, filter and analyze data as a first line of defense.

Thus, there is a major interest referring to the new cyber threats affecting

supply chain operations in what we shall call Supply Chain Cyber Risk Management

(SCCRM) due to the proliferation of cyber attacks and the increasing interconnectivity

of organisations. Examples of attacks that represent major threats in SCCRM are, for

instance, the attack to Target, in which criminals stole the network credentials from a

third party vendor (an air conditioning subcontractor), allowing them access to client’s

card accounts and personal information affecting the retailer reputation (McGrath,

2014), or Wannacry, in which attackers infected more than 300.000 computers with

malware that was able to encrypt the hard drives demanding $300− $600 through

cryptocurrency and impacting large firms such as Nissan Motor, FedEx, Telefonica

or Deutsche Bahn (Berr, 2016).
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1.3 Malware

Malware are pieces of software programmed to damage, gather information or gain

access to a system without user permission. Subrahmanian et al. (2015) provides the

following classification of malware types:

• Trojan. It is presented as conventional software but when the victim executes

it, the adversary can access the victim’s computer remotely (Griffin, 2010).

An example is Obad.a. It infects Android devices through a spam message,

when the victim clicks on it; the server is downloaded to the device, getting its

entire contact list. The trojan is sent to all contacts replicating itself (Unuchek,

2013).

• Worm. A worm can spread through a network by email or other file transfer

protocols, taking advantage of system vulnerabilities. Some worms only spread

between computers, but others can encrypt or delete files. Several known

worms include Stuxnet, Mydoom or Conficker (Jamaluddin, 2016).

• Virus. A virus spreads by attaching itself to another file, e.g. through exe

files. It can be inserted also in the boot sector of a hard drive, consequently

executing automatically when a boot operation is made. In order to hide from

scanners based on signatures, viruses may disguise. An example is Melissa

(Smith, 1999). This virus was able to send itself through email infecting MS

Word and MS Excel documents.

• Spyware. It is a software that allows an adversary to examine in detail a

computer. It has been used to watch online activities or retrieve personal data.

An important example is HuntBar, also called wintools.exe (liutulities, 2016).

It was installed through ActiveX adding toolbars into web browsers to track
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victims, display advertisements or redirect them to affiliate websites.

• Adware. Advertising-supported software (adware) distributes advertisements

automatically through websites. Ads may include spyware, viruses or tro-

jans. Other capabilities of adware are to collect marketing data without the

users’ knowledge and redirect them to advertising websites. An example is

BlockChecker (Panda Security, 2016).

• Misleading software. It is a software which pretends to be legitimate, hiding

a malware for specific purposes. An example is Antivirus 360’s fake virus scan

(Collegue, 2019) which performs a fake scan of a system installing a malware to

slow down the computer. The scan results may be false or may include some

real issues related with the system, but always magnifying the issues found.

1.3.1 Distribution

Malware distribution may take place in several manners. As mentioned in Subrah-

manian et al. (2015), there are four main approaches:

• Downloads. The user acquires a binary from infected websites. These websites

include the malware as part of a submission form, ads or widgets.

• Email. The user could receive an attachment along with an email. This may

contain a malicious file camouflaged through common files such as PDF or MS

PowerPoint files.

• Network Intrusion. It modifies the incoming data obtained from users that

run software. This action may exploit vulnerabilities in the computer, e.g.

through remote control.
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• Social Engineering. It takes advantage of human behavior rather than

software vulnerabilities. The adversary convinces the victim to open a malware.

For instance, the attacker might send an email with a fake invoice with an

attached malware and the victim could open it.

1.3.2 Societal impact

Recent economic research describes how national Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

is affected by malware. As described in Subrahmanian et al. (2015), organisations

in rich countries result in special incentives for being targeted. However, users in

such countries may purchase security tools easily to protect themselves such as

anti-malware tools or external firewalls. Subrahmanian et al. (2015) mention that,

at that time, the countries with higher monthly frequency of attacks per host are

South Korea, India, Russia and China. The growth of malware is a clear threat

to the internet economy, due to the capacity of providing e-government services to

citizens, individual online social services and, even, to national security. Malware is

often oriented towards business objectives affecting directly or indirectly a company’s

reputation (Malwarebytes Labs, 2019). As a result of being attacked, a company

may lose potential customers, partners or investors. Therefore, when a customer

stores valuable assets such as personal information or financial data, and it is leaked,

the client may decide to change to a more trustful provider.

Attackers have even compromised the National Security Agency (NSA). As an

example, the hacker group Shadow Brokers stole in 2016 300 megabytes of malware

tailored to various governments and companies, with an approximate value of $500

million in the black market (Barrickman, 2016). Malware has become very harmful

taking advantage of OS vulnerabilities, also called exploits. These are highly valuable
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in the market. For instance, Zerodium would pay up to $2.5 million for a full

chain Android exploit (Su, 2019). Table 1.1 describes the largest cyberattacks (own

preparation based on information from (Outpost24, 2018) and (Kaspersky, 2018)).

Attack discov-
ered / name

Target Users affected Consequences (esti-
mated)

June 2010, Stuxnet Programmable logic
controllers (PLCs)

over 200.000 computers Destroyed 984 uranium en-
riching centrifuges

October 2013 Adobe 150 million accounts Personal information
stolen

December 2013 Target 40 million customers Banking and personal data
stolen

January 2014 South Korea 2 million 100 million credit cards
stolen

August 2014 Hold Security 500 million email ac-
counts

Sensitive information ex-
posed

November 2014 Sony 47000 employees 100 terabytes of data stolen
2014 Yahoo! 500 million accounts Personal information

leaked
March 2016, Not-
Petya

MS Windows with
EternalBlue vulnera-
bility

over 45.000 worksta-
tions

Hard drives encrypted,
damages reached 10
million dollars

October 2016 AdultFriendFinder 400 million accounts Sensitive information
stolen

May 2017, Wan-
nacry

MS Windows with
EternalBlue vulnera-
bility

over 200.000 computers Hard drives encrypted

July 2017 Equifax 143 million customers 200000 credit cards leaked
October 2017 Alteryx 123 million households Sensitive information

stolen
September 2018 Marriot 500 million customers Personal information

leaked

Table 1.1: Largest cyberattacks

We may observe that most attacks aimed at obtaining relevant information or perform

damage to one (or more) organisations.

1.3.3 Detection methods

Malware detection methods are traditionally classified into three categories (Nath

and Mehtre, 2014):
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• Static analysis. This extracts relevant information from the binaries without

running them.

• Dynamic methods. These are carried out in a separate isolated environment

such as a virtual machine.

• Hybrid methods. These combine both approaches, allowing us to obtain more

information that could provide better comprehension of the binary behaviour.

Shabtai et al. (2009) describe how machine learning methods may facilitate

detection of new malware. The procedure to detect it, Figure 1.1 (own preparation

based on Nath and Mehtre (2014) and Kaspersky (2019)), will typically comprise

three stages:

Figure 1.1: Procedure to detect malware

1. Representing the malware binary in a certain format,

2. Applying a feature selection method; and, finally,
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3. Using a classification algorithm to decide between benign and malicious soft-

ware.

We briefly describe the three stages.

Representation. A malware binary may be represented in various forms. The

representation of static features is typically based on three methods:

• Assembly Language Source Code File (ASM). We convert the binaries

into assembled files through objdump (GNU Binary Utilities, 2005). Then, this

format permits the extraction of features such as sections or registers.

• Hexadecimal dump. We transform the binaries into hexadecimal format

through hexdump (GNU commands, 2007). We then obtain the file size and

entropy.

• Portable Executable Header (PE Header). The standard file format

allows us to extract features from the binaries such as sections, symbols or

imports (Wang et al., 2009).

Feature selection. It aims at reducing the number of items, simplify models and

reduce training times. Various relevant methods include:

• Gain Ratio (GR). Defined as a gain measure divided by the selection of

attributes uniformly distributed (Mitchell, 1997).

• Fisher Score. It is a ranking method represented by a vector of values derived

from the loglikehood of a probabilistic model (Tsuda et al., 2003).
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• Document Frequency (DF). Given a set of items, DF measures their fre-

quency of occurrence in a collection. Often, the term with lower DF is defined

as a more specific term (Joho and Sanderson, 2007).

• Hierarchical Feature selection. It aims at removing irrelevant features

searching for each level from a set of selected attributes.

Classification. Machine learning provides numerous methods for classification

(Ye et al., 2017). We consider various ML classifiers that usually have had good

performance in malware detection:

• Naive Bayes (NB), Lewis (1998). NB assumes that features are conditionally

independent given their classes. NB calculates the class conditional probabilities

using the join probabilities of binary features and classes. NB is highly scalable,

can be used for binary and multiclass problems and handles discrete and

continuous data.

• Random Forest (RF), Breiman (1999). RF is a classifier which grows

multiple decision trees applying a general technique for bootstrap aggregation.

This technique generates new trees by sampling from the root decision tree

uniformly and with replacement. The classifier trains the model with these

new trees combining them by voting to classify the malware samples. RF does

not overfit the model when there are sufficient trees in the forest.

• Gradient Boosting (GB), Friedman (2001). GB is a classifier which ensem-

bles weak prediction models (decision trees). It focuses on reducing the loss

function from previous iterations, it is flexible enough to implement several

loss functions and is able to handle missing data.
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Other authors have used a variety of algorithms for malware detection, including

Logistic Regression (Kleinbaum et al., 2002); Multinomial Regresssion (Böhning,

1992); Support Vector Machines (Steinwart and Christmann, 2008); Artificial Neural

Networks (Graupe, 2013); Bayesian Networks (Jensen et al., 1996); or K-Nearest

Neighbor (Keller et al., 1985).

1.3.4 Obfuscation attacks

A prominent attacking strategy based on malware uses obfuscation. This designates a

group of procedures that make a malware binary more difficult to be detected through

anti-malware tools, as reflected in the camouflage malware progression presented in

Figure 1.2.

The term stealth was used when a binary hides its code to other programs; this

method was not considered effective, as antimalware tools were able to find the benign

parts of the code and detect the remaining malware portion. The next obfuscation

advance used encryption, so that the code included a loop that encrypts its body.

Then, attackers tried oligomorphic malware which includes loops using predefined

forms for each malware copy; however, once antimalware tools were redesigned to

search for all predefined loop combinations, malware became vulnerable to detection

again.

No Stealth
1970

Encrypted
1987

Oligomorphic
1990

Polymorphic
1990

Metamorphic
1998 / now

Figure 1.2: Malware camouflage progression (Rad et al., 2012)

At present, obfuscation techniques have become very sophisticated and are based

on two principles: poly and metamorphism (You and Yim, 2010). Polymorphic

methods encrypt the malware body, changing its form for each malware copy. Meta-
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morphic methods use advanced obfuscation based on employing mutation engines

which modify the whole binary: consequently, each new malware clone obfuscated

has a different code sequence, size, structure or syntactic properties, making highly

difficult for anti-malware tools to detect it.

A few approaches have been used to detect obfuscation attacks. Lakhotia et al.

(2005) obtained stack operations to detect obfuscated functions, but found that the

stack was easy to corrupt. Rolles (2009) proposed a circumvention method to break a

virtualisation obfuscator converting the code to byte code language; after conversion,

he applies reverse engineering techniques. Kakisim et al. (2018) provide several

algorithms to detect metamorphic malware based on hidden Markov models, k-means

clustering, artificial neural networks, Bayesian networks and decision trees. Kaushal

et al. (2012) count the API call frequency to detect metamorphic malware which

performs useless code insertion, register usage exchange and modify code through

jump instructions or equivalent instruction replacement.

1.4 Crime servers

Once attackers have malware ready to perform attacks, they prepare servers to attack

specific targets with the objective of accomplishing their crimes. We use the term

"crime server" to refer to them (Pladson, 2019). They contain malware of several

types which are often detected by TIS. The detection of these types of malware is

crucial because the decision making process during recovery and mitigation varies

depending on the malware found. As an example, when a ransomware infects a

system, the common counter-measures would be based on restricting code execution,

block administrative access or update software (Volynkin, 2017). However, if the

attack is through a worm, the usual mitigation focuses on isolating the network as
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this malware spreads very quickly (Cisco, 2019).

We have tools available to observe the activity of crime servers making use of

TIS, e.g. through the Blueliv interactive tool called Cyber Threat Map, see Figure

1.3. This tool describes the location of crime servers in real time through a world

map, showing activities such as credentials stolen, banking data stolen or malware

distribution.

Figure 1.3: Cyber Threat Map

There have been different approaches to detecting multiclass malware as in crime

servers. Jordaney et al. (2017) evaluate eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)

with seven malware families employing comparison of binaries; they assess the

quality of the algorithms through a conformal evaluator (CE). Grini et al. (2018)

use methods such as Naive Bayes, Bayesian Networks, MultiLayer Perceptrons and

SVMs to classify malware types based on PE binaries. Makandar and Patrot (2017)

proposed detecting multiclass malware through SVMs with an image processing

perspective, by converting binaries into gray scale images. Yue (2017) uses deep

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to classify malware classes such as worms or

trojans, proposing a weighted softmax loss function due to poor performance over
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imbalanced data. Vinayakumar et al. (2017) focus on the detection of ransomware

families including Cryptolocker, Cerber, Maktub, Sage or Torrentlocker. They use a

Cuckoo sandbox to extract the binaries’ API calls and perform classification through

shallow and deep networks. Sayadi et al. (2018) employ hardware-assisted Malware

Detection (HMD) techniques, making use of underlying hardware-related information

to detect and classify several malware classes such as rootkits, backdoors or trojans

at runtime. They compare HMD with other classifiers including multiclass support

vector machines (MSVM), Bayesian networks and a fast decision tree learner.

1.5 Adversarial Classification

Classification is one of the most widely used methods of supervised learning, with

applications in areas such as bioinformatics (Ghosh and Parai, 2008); spam detection

(Goodman and Heckerman, 2004); credit scoring (Hand and Henley, 1997); computer

vision (Chen, 2015); and genomics (Mallick et al., 2005). In recent years, the field

has experienced a great interest becoming a major research area in statistics and

machine learning (Efron and Hastie, 2016). Most efforts in classification have focused

on obtaining more accurate algorithms which, however, largely ignore a relevant issue

in our application area of cybersecurity: the presence of adversaries who can actively

manipulate data to fool the classifier so as to attain a benefit.

As a motivating example, consider the case of malware detection. As machine

learning algorithms are incorporated to such detection task, attackers begin to learn

how to evade them. For instance, an attacker could produce modifications in the code,

such as function reordering or register substitutions, to create obfuscated malware

difficult to detect through anti-malware tools. The presence of adaptive adversaries

has been pointed out in areas such as spam detection (Zeager et al., 2017); and
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computer vision (Goodfellow et al., 2015). These algorithms should take into account

possible modifications on the behaviour of adversaries so as to be robust against

adversarial data manipulations.

Dalvi et al. (2004) provided a pioneering approach to enhance classification

algorithms when an adversary is present, calling it adversarial classification (AC).

They view AC as a game between a classifier C and an adversary A. The classifier aims

at finding an optimal classification strategy against A’s optimal attacks. Computing

Nash equilibria (Ozdaglar and Menache, 2011) in such general games becomes overly

complex. Therefore, they propose a simplified forward version in which C first

assumes that data is untainted and computes her optimal classifier; then, A deploys

his optimal attack against it; subsequently, C implements the optimal classifier

against this attack, and so on. As the authors pointed out, a very strong assumption

is made: all parameters of both players are known to each other. Although standard

in game theory, this common knowledge assumption is actually unrealistic in security

scenarios.

Stemming from this work, there has been an important literature in AC, reviewed

in Biggio et al. (2014) or Li and Vorobeychik (2014). Subsequent approaches

have focused on analyzing attacks over classification algorithms and assessing their

robustness against such attacks. To that end, some assumptions about the adversary

are made. For instance, Lowd and Meek (2005) consider that the adversary is able

to send membership queries to the classifier, the entire feature space being known to

issue optimal attacks; then, they prove the vulnerability of linear classifiers against

adversaries. Similarly, Zhou et al. (2012) consider that the adversary seeks to push

his malicious binaries into benign ones, assuming that the adversary can estimate

them.
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A few methods have been proposed to robustify classification algorithms in

adversarial environments. Most of them have focused on application-specific domains,

as Kołcz and Teo (2009) on spam detection. Vorobeychik and Li (2014) study the

impact of randomization schemes over different classifiers against adversarial attacks

proposing an optimal randomization scheme as best defense.

Other approaches have focused on improving the game theoretic model in Dalvi

et al. (2004) but, to our knowledge, none has been able to overcome the unrealistic

common knowledge assumptions, as may be seen in recent reviews by Biggio and

Roli (2018) and Zhou et al. (2018), which have also pointed out the importance of

this issue. As an example, Kantarcıoğlu et al. (2011) use a Stackelberg game in

which both players know each other payoff functions. Only Großhans et al. (2013)

have attempted to relax common knowledge assumptions in adversarial regression

settings, reformulating the corresponding problem as a Bayesian game.

1.6 Objectives and thesis structure

The aim of this thesis is to provide a framework for Supply Chain Cyber Risk

Management. The relevance of malware attacks targeted to supply chain has brought

us to provide a complementary framework to detect malware in the context of

Adversarial Risk Analysis (ARA) (Rios Insua et al., 2009a). In fulfilment of the

framework provided, we analyse the detection of existing malware within crime

servers.

More in detail, our objectives are:

1. To develop a general framework for SCCRM. The framework will support

risk assessment regarding various techniques of attacking an organisation and
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its suppliers making use of expert judgement and information coming from a

TIS. The framework should provide the probability of a sufficiently harmful

attack to an organisation taking into account its security environment and

posture; estimate the possible impacts over the company and its suppliers when

the attacks affect service availability and company reputation; and produce

forecasting models to enrich risk monitoring. The information provided by

the framework should permit anticipating potentially dangerous situations,

supply chain disruptions, ranking suppliers and facilitating the negotiation of

insurance contracts. This is the subject of Chapter 2.

2. To implement a framework for malware detection. It will use a hybrid approach

combining static features extracted directly from binaries and dynamic features

obtained isolating the binaries in an environment to observe their behaviour.

It should take advantage of real tools used by attackers when creating malware

difficult to detect and analysing what should be the impact of obfuscated

malware in machine learning algorithms. The framework must contemplate

obfuscated malware detection based on ARA models using malware collected

in the last few years. This is the subject of Chapter 3.

3. To elaborate a model to detect several classes of malware such as trojans,

adware, virus or worms, present in crime servers. It should include a study

of multiclass malware detection through current machine learning algorithms.

The model should be able to detect multiclass malware based on ARA models

with support to generative and discriminative algorithms. This is the topic of

Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 ends up with conclusions and topics for further research.



Chapter 2

A Framework For Supply Chain

Cyber Risk Management Based

on Expert Judgment

2.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1 we provided background for several key issues related with cybersecurity

affecting areas such as aviation, government, health or traffic management. These

infrastructures could be attacked incidentally by users that are not well skilled or

intentionally through spoofed attacks bypassing firewall rules. We remarked also how

companies are interconnected to undertake their business in multiple processes such

as sales, customer services or stock management, thereby potentially having cascading

effects in case of attacks. We emphasized that a major concern in cybercrime is

crime servers, which use specific malware to attack targets producing potentially

devastating consequences within the supply chain, such as service disruptions or the

theft of sensitive information. As a solution, the discipline of Supply Chain Cyber

Risk Management (SCCRM) implements strategies to manage cyber risks aiming at

reducing vulnerabilities and mitigating disruptions in the supply chain.

This chapter provides a general framework for SCCRM, coping with the problem

21
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of the lack of data from organizations through expert judgment along with the access

to a threat intelligent system (TIS) (Tittel, 2017). Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 present the

SCCRM problem defining models to estimate the probability of sufficiently harmful

attacks. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 focus on the impacts over a company, possibly through

the supplier, sketching the model outputs typically required for risk management.

Then, Sections 2.7 and 2.8 describe how to monitor risk indicators illustrating several

uses of the model output for SCCRM. Finally, Section 2.9 concludes with the model

implementation including a numerical example.

2.2 Problem

Consider a company c interconnected with its suppliers s, pertaining to a set S. Both

the company and the suppliers are subject to various types of attacks a ∈ A, which

will be the set of incumbent attacks. Examples include attacks through crime servers

or based on stolen login information. These attacks to a supplier could be transferred

to the company. As an example, imagine a case in which one of the suppliers is

infected through malware. The attacker could then scan the supplier network and

send infected emails to the company, which would be more likely to get infected as

the received software originates from an apparently legitimate source.

We thus consider that there are three types of attacks:

• direct attacks to the company,

• attacks to the supplier that disrupts its services to the company but are not

transferred to it, and

• attacks to the supplier that disrupts its service and are transferred to the

company as well.
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We have access to a TIS, which collects data nac , nas , s ∈ S about the cyber attack

vectors gathered from the company and its suppliers. The vectors could include

information such as the IPs of botnet infected devices or number of malware infections

found. The TIS may also provide data about the security environment (including,

for instance, the number of negative mentions in hacktivist blogs) and the security

posture (covering for example the patch cadence or the number of vulnerabilities

detected).

Based on such data, and other available information, we aim at assessing

• the probabilities that the company’s suppliers are attacked,

• the probability that the company is attacked, either directly or through its

suppliers,

• the impacts that such attacks might induce over the company,

and aggregating such information to facilitate the cyber risk assessment of the

company in relation with its suppliers so as to support cyber risk management

decisions.

We describe a framework to obtain, combine and apply in practice the required

model ingredients. Given the reluctance of companies to provide data concerning

sufficiently harmful attacks for reputational reasons, we shall cope with the eventual

lack of data to fit the proposed models by extracting information from cybersecurity

specialists through structured expert judgment techniques, Cooke (1991), O’Hagan

et al. (2006) and Clemen and Reilly (2013). Here the term “sufficiently harmful”

indicates that the attack is relevant and has caused significant damage to the company

or its suppliers1.
1For example, this could correspond to attacks that need to be declared to the national supervisory

authorities, as in the recent General Data Protection Regulation, (EU, 2018).
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2.3 Probability of a Sufficiently Harmful Attack

We start by describing how to estimate the probabilities that the supplier or the

company suffers a sufficiently harmful attack, given the information scanned through

the TIS. For simplicity, we do not include for the moment the security environment

and posture in the model, which we cover in Section 2.4. We would undertake the

proposed approach for each attack type a ∈ A.

The attack probability is modeled through

Pr(y = 1 | β,n) = g(f(β,n)),

where y = 1 indicates that the attack was successful; n is the data, β are parameters

and f : Rh → R, g : R→ [0, 1] are component functions, where h is the number of

severity levels of the corresponding attack. For example, assume that we received

a malware attack with three severity levels: n1 (low level or level 1), the malware

is not potentially harmful; n2 (medium level or level 2), the malware could cause

damage; and n3 (high level or level 3), the malware is very harmful. The function f

should also satisfy the condition f(β,n) = 0 if n = 0. Finally, to limit the number

of questions posed to the experts, we also require the function f being along with

severity levels, i.e.

f(β,n) =
h∑
i=1

fi(βi, ni).

The parameters will be indirectly estimated through expert judgment, for which we

provide appropriate questions and consistency checks. We use interactive elicitation

techniques (Clemen and Reilly, 2013) to assess from experts the probability p
∧
i, given
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the data n, so that

p
∧
i = Pr(y = 1 | βi, ni) = g(fi(βi, ni)). (2.3.1)

We then make

β̂i = f−1
i (g−1(p

∧
i), ni)). (2.3.2)

Since the function f is separable, we only need one question per parameter βi.

A natural choice for the functions f and g are provided by the logistic regression

model, Hosmer et al. (2013), in which, f(β,n) = β · n and g(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)).

It is also common to add a bias term β0, and the total number of parameters would

be h+ 1.

We next illustrate how to obtain the parameters given the attack probabilities

for this specific case

Pr(y = 1 | β,n) = 1
1 + exp(−(β0 + β · n)) , (2.3.3)

where ni is the number of i-th level infections of the incumbent attack vector; that

is, i = 1, 2, ..., h, n = (n1, . . . , nh), and, finally, β = (β1, . . . , βh). We thus ask the

expert to assess the attack probability when n = 0 and, as in (2.3.1),

p
∧

0 = Pr(y = 1 | β0,β,n = [0, . . . , 0]) = 1
1 + exp(−β0) .

A typical question that could be posed to experts is:

Assume that the TIS has detected no evidence in the network concerning such

infection (i.e., ni = 0, i = 1, . . . , h), what would be the probability p0 of actually

suffering a sufficiently harmful attack due to such type of infection?
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We then solve for β0, as in (2.3.2), to obtain

β
∧

0 = log
(

p
∧

0
1− p

∧
0

)
.

Next, we assess through expert judgment

p
∧

1 = Pr(y = 1 | β0,β,n = [1, 0, . . . , 0]) = 1
1 + exp(−(β0 + β1)) ,

obtaining

β
∧

1 = log
(

p
∧

1
1− p

∧
1

)
− β
∧

0.

We would extract p
∧
i from the experts in a similar manner to obtain β

∧

i, i = (2, . . . , h).

Finally, we would check for consistency based on assessments such as, e. g.,

p
∧

= Pr(y = 1 | β0,β,n = [2, 0, . . . , 0]),

with data n being evaluate by the expert and checking whether

log
(

p
∧

1− p
∧

)
' β
∧

0 + 2β
∧

1.

If not, we would need to reassess some of the judgments and modify the parameters

accordingly.

Besides the attack probabilities, we also need to assess the probability of a type

a attack being transferred from a supplier to the company, denoted qa. We define an

attack to a supplier as transferred successfully followed by a second attack to the

company, taking advantage from either the information gathered in the first attack

or the compromised infrastructure. The probabilities of transferring an attack are

different for each of the types. Thus, we elicit them directly from the experts. An
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example of a typical question for assessing such probabilities in relation e. g. with

malware would be

Suppose that there is an attack to the supplier based on malware. What would

be the probability of the customer suffering another one, taking advantage of the

supplier’s attack?

We assume that the probabilities are the same for every supplier to reduce the

cognitive load over the experts.

2.4 Taking into Account the Security Environment and

Posture

We describe now how we incorporate information about the security environment and

posture of the supplier and the company within the attack probabilities. Note that,

we refer to the security environment the security issues that affect the organisation

externally and we describe its security posture through the elements that the organi-

sation uses to protect itself. Essentially, we introduce indices for the corresponding

variables through multicriteria value functions, González-Ortega et al. (2018), and

then apply the approach in Section 2.3 to extract the required coefficients.

We define first an index e which assesses the security environment of, say, the

supplier based on the k environment variables captured by the TIS. Let ei be the

i-th variable, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, rescaled to [0, 1]. With no loss of generality, assume

that the bigger ei is, the worse is the security environment. We use a multicriteria

additive value function, e = ∑k
i=1 λiei with

∑k
i=1 λi = 1, λi ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. We

determine the λi weights by asking experts to compare pairs of security environment

contexts. For example, given a reference value δ1
1 for the first environment variable,
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we obtain the first equation by asking the expert about the value δ2
1 of the second

environment variable such that the following two security environments are perceived

as equally unsafe by the expert

(δ1
1 , 0, . . . , 0) ∼ (0, δ2

1 , . . . , 0).

As an example, given that δ1
1 = 0.7, the expert answer could be δ2

1 = 0.3, leading

to the equation 0.7λ1 = 0.3λ2. Then, we could ask the expert about the value δ3
1

of the third environment variable taking as reference the value δ2
1 for the second

environment variable

(0, δ2
1 , 0, . . . , 0) ∼ (0, 0, δ3

1 , . . . , 0).

For instance, given that δ2
1 = 0.4, the expert answer could be δ3

1 = 0.6, leading to the

equation 0.4λ2 = 0.6λ3, and so on. We can introduce interactive schemes to obtain

the δi’s and perform consistency checks.

These comparisons lead to a system of equations

δ1
1λ1 = δ2

1λ2,

...

δ1
k−1λk−1 = δ2

k−1λk.

(2.4.1)

Then, from system (2.4.1), we obtain the (k − 1) equations

λi =
δ1
i−1
δ2
i−1

λi−1 = ri−1λi−1, i = 2, . . . , k,
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with

ri = δ1
i /δ

2
i , i = 1, . . . , k − 1.

Taking into account that ∑k
i=1 λi = 1, we solve for λ1 to get

λ1
(
1 +

k−1∑
i=1

i∏
j=1

rj
)

= 1,

so that

λ1 = 1
1 +∑k−1

i=1
∏i
j=1 rj

,

and

λi =
i−1∏
j=1

rjλ1, i = 2, . . . , k.

We proceed in a similar manner to aggregate the security posture, defining an

index l and assessing such posture through a multicriteria additive value function

l =
∑
i

vili,

with ∑i vi = 1 and vi ≥ 0 ∀i, where li is the i-th security posture variable.

Once we have built the environment and posture value functions, we assess the

corresponding β parameters. We adopt common parameters for all attack types. For

example, for the specific case of a harmful attack with h levels of infection, we just

extend the attack vector ñ = [n, l, e], where [a,b] denotes the concatenation, and

plug it into equation (2.3.3).

Then, we set a reference value for l, say v1, associated with l = [1, 0, . . . , 0] and

ask about the corresponding probability p
∧
h+1, when, e. g., n1 = n2 = 1 and ni = 0,
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i = 3, . . . , h. With e = 0, equation (2.3.1) would be

p
∧
h+1 = 1

1 + exp(−(β0 + β11 + β21 + βh+1v1 + βh+20)) .

Since we have already elicited β
∧

0, β
∧

1, . . . , β
∧

h, Section 2.3, we easily obtain β
∧

h+1,

through

β
∧

h+1 = 1
v1

(
log

(
p
∧
h+1

1− p
∧
h+1

)
−

2∑
i=1

β
∧

i

)
.

We proceed similarly to obtain βh+2, introducing the corresponding consistency

checks.

2.5 Impacts over Supplier and Company

We describe now the models used to predict the impacts of attacks over the company.

The relevant impacts might depend on the organization. In our supply chain

application area we have included: the suppliers service unavailabilities, as they

would induce a cost in the company due to lacking such services; the company’s

service unavailability, which would also induce a cost, typically higher than the

earlier ones; and, finally, the loss of company reputation, which might induce a loss of

customers. We use the same distributions for all attack types. Hubbard and Seiersen

(2016) discuss how to measure other relevant impacts in cybersecurity.

2.5.1 Supplier and Company Unavailability

We focus first on supplier and company service unavailability, given a sufficiently

harmful attack. Their durations will be designated is and ic, respectively. We model
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the corresponding downtimes through parametric distributions

f(is | θs) ∼ P (θs); f(ic | θc) ∼ P (θc).

Given the lack of data, we aim at obtaining estimates of the parameters through

expert judgment. For this, we may ask the experts for some quantiles q of the

probability levels p of the is and ic distributions and estimate the parameters by

solving

θ∗ = argmin
θ

||q − cdfP (p, θ)||22,

where cdfP (·, θ) designates the cumulative distribution function of the distribution

P with parameters θ. This leads to the corresponding optimal parameters θ∗. As

an example, if the distribution has two parameters we could use two quantiles, say

the first and third quartiles, that is p = [0.25, 0.75]. We also perform consistency

checks based on other quantiles and use interactive procedures to obtain the pertinent

quantiles.

When required, we may approximate the downtimes through the expected value

E of the distribution

īs = E[f(is | θ∗s)]; īc = E[f(ic | θ∗c)].

We undertake this approach for all the suppliers and the company.

2.5.2 Reputation

We consider now the impact of an attack over the company’s reputation. We assume

that reputational impacts occur only if there is a direct attack to the company. There

is no natural attribute that allows us to assess reputation loss; see the discussion
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in Hubbard and Seiersen (2016). Our focus is therefore in its business consequence

which we consider to be the loss in market share induced by a harmful attack over

the organisation.

Let us designate by dl the proportion of customers abandoning to a competitor

due to the incumbent loss of reputation, which we model through a parametric beta

distribution. We proceed in a similar fashion to Section 2.5.1, by asking several

quantiles to experts and, subsequently, approximating the parameters based on a least

squares cdf approximation, after appropriate consistency checks. When required, the

expected proportion of customers lost could be approximated through the expected

value.

2.5.3 Aggregating Impacts

We describe now how we aggregate all relevant impacts over the company. For such

purpose, we would require τ , the market share for the company; η, the (monetary)

market size; and κs and κc, the cost per hour of supplier and company service

unavailability, respectively. We may assess them from data and/or experts.

First, we compute the downtime cost of the supplier s and company c after a

sufficiently harmful attack through

cis = κs × is,

cic = κc × ic.

On the other hand, the reputational cost after a successful attack is approximated

through the cost associated with clients abandoning the company, which would be

cd = dl × τ × η.
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Recall now that there are three types of attacks:

1. Direct attacks to the company, with entailed cost c = cd + cic .

2. Attacks to the supplier that disrupt its service but are not transferred to the

company, with cost c = cis .

3. Attacks to the supplier that disrupt its service and are transferred to the

company. The cost in this case would be c = cd + cic + cis . When necessary,

we would use the expected costs

c̄is = κs × īs, c̄ic = κc × īc, c̄d = d̄l × τ × η.

To cater for the company’s risk attitude, we may use a constant risk averse utility

model (González-Ortega et al., 2018),

u(c) = 1− e−ρc,

where ρ is extracted from experts within the company and identifies whether the

company is risk-averse (ρ > 0), risk-prone (ρ < 0) or risk-neutral (ρ = 0). We provide

a method to determine the risk aversion coefficient ρ. We ask the decision maker to

provide the largest cost dmax such that she would accept the 50− 50 gamble


−2dmax with probability 1

2 ,

dmax with probability 1
2 .

This leads to the approximate expression ρ ≈ 1
−2dmax

.

We provide now a method to obtain ρ from the utility function, facilitating scaling

the utility to [0, 1]. Note that, in our case, the relevant attribute is a cost, which is
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decreasing. The minimum cost is 0 and the maximum d∗, say the company value.

We make c = −d, to make the attribute increasing. As we mentioned, the utility

function has to be strategically equivalent to

u(d) = 1− eρd = 1− e−ρc.

This means that its form should be

u(d) = a(1− eρd) + b.

We make

u(0) = 1, a(1− eρ0) + b = 1 =⇒ b = 1

u(d∗) = 0, a(1− eρd∗) + 1 = 0⇒ a(1− eρd∗) = −1.

We need one more judgement based on a certain cost, which we fix at d = d∗/2.

We use the probability equivalent method (Farquhar, 1984). For that, we ask the

decision maker to provide the value p such that she finds equally interesting the

lotteries 1

d

 ∼
1− p p

d∗ 0

 . (2.5.1)

Then,

u(d) = (1− p)u(d∗) + pu(0) = p.

Thus, we have the system {
a(1− eρd) = p− 1,

a(1− eρd∗) = −1,
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which leads to

eρd + (p− 1)eρd∗ − p = 0.

Making x = eρd, we have

(p− 1)x2 + x− p = 0,

whose solution is x = 1±
√

1−4p(1−p)
2(1−p) . We make

ρ = lnx
d
.

Then,

a = 1
x2 − 1 .

2.6 Model Outputs

We describe now the model outputs that may be relevant for supply chain cyber risk

management, including the probabilities of various attacks and the expected impacts

and utilities derived from the above results.

2.6.1 Attack Probabilities

For the incumbent company and its suppliers, recall that the probability of a type

a ∈ A security event resulting in a sufficiently harmful attack is

pai = Pr(y = 1 | βa,nai ) = g(f(βa,nai )), (2.6.1)

where nai represents the count for the attack vector a, including the environment and

posture indicators, and i ∈ {c, s} (recall c is the company, and s a supplier).
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Assuming that the attack types are independent, the probability of a direct attack

to the company will be approximated through

APc =
KA∑
k=1

∑
I∈CA,k

∏
a∈I

pac
∏

a∈A\I
(1− pac )

 ,
where CA,k is the set of all possible combinations of k elements taken from A and

KA ≤ |A| is the maximum number of simultaneous attacks taken into account.

A typical value for this parameter would be 3, as very rarely organisations are

simultaneously attacked through more than three vectors (Smith-Bingham, 2014).

For each supplier s ∈ S, we approximate the induced attack probability from s

to c through

IAPsc =
KA∑
k=1

∑
I∈CA,k

[( ∏
a∈I

pas
∏

a∈A\I
(1− pas)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Probability of direct attack

((
1−

∏
a∈I

(1− qa)
))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Probability of transferred attack

]
,

recalling that qa is the probability of an attack of type a being transferred from the

supplier s to the company.

Finally, we approximate the global attack probability to the company through

GAPc ' APc + (1−APc)
KS∑
k=1

∑
I∈CS,k

∏
s∈I

IAPsc
∏

s∈S\I
(1− IAPsc)

 , (2.6.2)

where S is the set of all suppliers of the company c and KS ≤ |S| is the maximum

number of suppliers that can reasonably transfer an attack over the same time period.

In relation with (2.6.2), observe that when an attack is direct to the company it

supersedes the indirect attacks as its consequences will be typically much more

important.
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2.6.2 Risk Measures: Expected Impacts of Attacks

Recall that we are assuming that if an attack is successfully transferred from a

supplier, there are unavailability and reputational costs, whereas if the attack is not

transferred, we only consider supplier unavailability costs. We now approximate the

expected impacts.

The first one refers to the expected impact due to direct attacks to the company,

expressed as

Rc = APc(c̄d × c̄is).

Next, the expected impact induced by attacks to the supplier s is

IRsc =
KA∑
k=1

∑
I∈CA,k

{( ∏
a∈I

pas
∏

a∈A\I
(1− pas)

)[ Attack not transferred︷ ︸︸ ︷(
1−

∏
a∈I

(1− qa)
)

(c̄is) +

(
1−

(
1−

∏
a∈I

(1− qa)
))

(c̄d + c̄ic + c̄is)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Attack transferred

]}
.

Finally, the total impact would be

TRc = Rc +
∑
s∈S

IRsc.

In a similar fashion, we may consider approximations to expected utilities replacing

the previous impacts by the corresponding utilities in which for direct attacks to the

company would be

Rc = APc(E(ud)× E(uis)),
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and the expected utilities when the attacks are tailored to the supplier are

IRsc =
KA∑
k=1

∑
I∈CA,k

{( ∏
a∈I

pas
∏

a∈A\I
(1− pas)

)[ Attack not transferred︷ ︸︸ ︷(
1−

∏
a∈I

(1− qa)
)
E(uis) +

(
1−

(
1−

∏
a∈I

(1− qa)
))

E(ud) + E(uic) + E(uis)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Attack transferred

]}
.

2.7 Monitoring Risk Indicators

The previous approach is used periodically based on collecting data through the

TIS and aggregating the results to assess supply chain cyber risks. As a relevant

complement, observe that the proposed approach focuses on studying several risk

indicators Xj (attack probabilities, expected impacts, expected utilities) to monitor

SCCRM at the company, in reference to time j. The ensuing analysis focuses on just

one of the indicators, but applies to all of them. Dj represents the data available

until time j. Xj+1|Dj will represent a forecasting model for the risk index at time

j + 1 and summarises all information available at time period j concerning such

index.

We employ Dynamic Linear Models (DLMs) to support forecasting tasks in

risk monitoring. We briefly sketch the basic DLM results we use. For further

details, see West and Harrison (2006) and Campagnoli et al. (2009). We adopt the

general, normal DLM with univariate true values Xj , characterized by the quadruple

{Fj , Gj , Vj ,Wj}, where, for each j, Fj is a known vector of dimension m × 1, Gj

is a known m × m matrix, Vj is a known variance, and Wj is a known m × m

variance matrix. The initial information θ0|D0 is the probabilistic representation of

the decisor’s beliefs about the level θ0 at time t = 0, with mean m0 at this point
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estimate and variance C0. The model is written

θ0|D0 ∼ N(m0, C0),

θj |θj−1 ∼ N(Gjθj−1,Wj),

Xj |θj ∼ N(F ′jθj , Vj).

Because of the relative stability of the type of series considered, we use a trend

(second order polynomial) model which is a specification of the above DLM with

constant Fj and Gj through

Fj =
[

1 0
]

and Gj =

 1 1

0 1

 .
West and Harrison (2006) summarize the basic features of DLMs for forecasting

purposes that we use. In particular, they provide the one-step ahead predictive

distributions which, for each j, have normal distribution

Xj |Dj−1 ∼ N(fj , Qj),

for mean fj and variance Qj recursively defined. k-step ahead forecasts are also

based on normal models and will be used below.

2.8 Uses

We sketch now the main uses of the above outputs which facilitate the implementation

of SCCRM strategies.
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Risk monitoring As Kern et al. (2012) illustrate, predicting disruptions well in

advance may benefit supply chain operations. Indeed, a major activity in operational

risk management refers to monitoring risk levels and advice on potentially dangerous

situations.

We base risk monitoring on the forecasting models in Section 2.7. For this, we use

the point forecasts at time j for the risk indicator, given by E[Xj |Dj−1] = fj , and

the interval forecasts, determined by [lj = fj − z1−α/2Q
1/2
j , uj = fj + z1−α/2Q

1/2
j ],

where uj and lj respectively represent the upper and lower bounds of the interval;

z1−α/2 is the 1 − α/2 quantile of the standard normal distribution; and, finally, α

is the desired probability level of the predictive interval. We then issue an alarm

about an unexpected increase, or decrease, in the incumbent risk indicator when the

corresponding next observation xj does not fall in the predictive interval [lj , uj ]. If

xj > uj , the risk is much worse than predicted, flagging a severity issue; if xj < lj ,

the risk is much better than predicted suggesting possibly improved procedures.

Should this happen repeatedly over time, the alarms could be modulated to increase

awareness accordingly.

Another type of monitoring alarms may be raised when the predictive interval

captures a high risk level y. For this, we perform predictions k steps ahead based on

standard DLM forecasting results to try to forecast, sufficiently in advance, critical

risk issues. For example, we may try to detect whether Pr(Xj+k ≥ y) will be high

enough for a certain k.

Supplier relations management Another important activity in SCCRM refers

to managing relations with suppliers. A key issue refers to ranking suppliers. For

this purpose, we may consider the induced risks, the induced expected impacts or

the induced attack probabilities of various suppliers over the company. For example,
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we could say that supplier s1 is preferred to supplier s2 if its induced expected

impact is smaller, that is, IRs1
c ≤ IRs2

c . This supports identifying and dealing with

riskier suppliers for communication purposes, increasing transparency and forecasting

critical situations. As a result of this process, we may choose between two suppliers

which provide the same service with a similar cost. This also serves to compare

benchmarks between different groups of suppliers.

Another important supplier relations management activity refers to negotiations

of service level agreements between the company and a supplier of its choice. Using

the same indices as before, this could be based on the company requiring the supplier

to preserve its induced risk indicator Xj to remain below a certain maximum level

mj , as well as requiring the supplier, possibly through a third party, to monitor and

forecast whether such maximum acceptable level has been or will be attained. For

example, the company could require the supplier to preserve IRsc ≤ m over time.

Repeated violations of the agreed maximum risk level could lead to a contract breach

and a penalty, thus incentivising a supplier into better managing its cybersecurity

risks.

Cyber insurance The above risk measures allow us to properly apportion the

cyber risks to which a company is subject to, including those related with third parties,

thus facilitating the negotiation of insurance contracts, both with the suppliers or

an insurer, as well as introducing new dynamic insurance contracts. For example,

the company could apply for an insurance premium reduction if TRc is preserved

below a certain agreed level throughout a year; or we could define a, say, weekly

premium, based on the dynamic assessment of the level of various risk indicators.

The service level agreement mechanisms described earlier may be seen also as an

insurance mechanism between the company and its suppliers.
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2.9 Implementation

We describe how we implement the proposed approach and couple it with an available

TIS. Essentially, we first calibrate several experts concerning their cyber security

knowledge; we then obtain their judgments and combine them to obtain the corre-

sponding parameters; and, finally, during operation, we assess attack probabilities

and risks, issue alarms when required, and forecast risks for the next period. This

will require some data preprocessing. Note that, the experts have cybersecurity

background and are selected from several organisations for interview.

2.9.1 Expert Calibration

We start by calibrating eight experts available based on their cyber security knowledge.

After a training session, we passed them a questionnaire which served for weighting

purposes.

Calibration process

We used reports from Kaspersky (2016) and Imperva (2016), to elaborate a ques-

tionnaire about cyber security attacks impacting SMEs and large companies. The

questionnaire was built using the Google Forms tool and was ran initially with two

colleagues to check for comprehensibility. It included ten questions concerning attack

likelihoods and impacts. Two examples are:

Which was the number of new ransomware types last year?

Which was the average cost in dollars of a ransomware incident last year?

Before interviewing the experts, we suggested them to watch the YouTube It’s a

Risky Life videos 2, 3 and 4 to refresh the basic issues and concepts required for
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the session. At its beginning, we also provided a review of the concepts, objectives

and process to be followed. Some of the experts were interviewed physically, the

remaining ones through the communication tool Skype. We introduced the process

as follows:

We present here a few general questions in relation with cyber security attacks,

their likelihood and impacts. Answer them with what represents for you the quantities

described.

At each question, we shall ask you about an interval which covers with high

probability (0.90) the actual value based on the 5% and the 95% quantiles and what

is, according to you, the median value. For example, the interval could be [30− 40]

and the median value 35, so the answer would be (30, 35, 40).

Several motivating and warming up examples were included to further facilitate

understanding, together with additional explanations about cognitive and motiva-

tional biases. In such a way, we tried to make sure that the experts understood

the questions and response format correctly. They were also encouraged to ask for

further clarification whenever they felt like. We also provided graphical support (e.g.

fortune wheels) to facilitate the assessments.

In the end, we verified whether the experts had answered all questions according

to the given instructions and checked that the results had been submitted correctly,

allowing them to modify responses upon reflection. One of the experts (Ex2) actually

misunderstood the concepts underlying some of the questions; we verified it when

we observe that the median value of these questions was out of the intervals. We

decided to suppress his responses from the study. We also eliminated questions Q6

and Q7 as the answers were astray, possibly because of inadequate wording on our

behalf. The average duration of the sessions was approximately 1 hour, covering
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both the calibration and elicitation questions.

Expert responses exploratory analysis

We start with some exploratory data analysis about the expert responses. We display

the experts’ point and interval responses in Table ??, as well as the actual values. We

double checked whether some of the questions had been misunderstood (consider e.g.

the responses of Ex8 for Q1, Ex6 for Q9 and Q10, but the participants confirmed their

results). Incidentally, this pointed out towards somewhat unknown cybersecurity

topics about which even experts seem to be not sufficiently aware of.

Experts Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q8 Q9 Q10
Ex1 1,15,50 2,50,100 20,50,100 10,45,90 50,60,100 500,750,1000 50,60,75 30,40,40
Ex3 5,10,10 40,45,50 50,60,60 10,10,20 40,50,50 1000,1000,3000 75,80,85 10,10,15
Ex4 2,2,3 20,20,40 2,3,5 25,30,35 30,40,50 5000,15000,400000 70,75,80 70,75,80
Ex5 5,7,8 6,10,50 18,30,35 40,40,50 90,95,99 20000,1500000,2000000 20,25,30 1,2,6
Ex6 3,4,5 10,30,30 30,40,50 60,80,100 40,50,60 100,10000,15000 1,2,5 1,2,5
Ex7 1,3,5 1,40,100 1,90,100 1,10,100 1,80,100 1,12000,100000 1,80,100 1,60,100
Ex8 500,750,1000 70,90,100 10,15,25 50,65,80 70,80,90 50000,70000,150000 10,15,20 20,40,45

True value 62 22 42 32 77 700 64 36

Table 2.1: Responses of experts and actual values for 7 retained experts and 8
retained questions. Displayed in format (5% quantile, median, 95% quantile)

The boxplots in Figure 2.1 show the experts median responses and the true value

marked with a blue triangle. We have normalised to [0,100] the answers of question Q8

and removed extreme outliers (responses that lie more than 3 times the interquartile

range below the first quartile or above the third quartile). Note that expert responses

tend to cover the true values, except for Q1 (which was clearly underestimated) and

Q8 (which was overestimated), reflecting large variability in responses.
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Figure 2.1: Boxplots of median expert answers for retained experts and questions.
True value in blue. Extreme outliers removed. Q8 responses normalised to [0, 100]

Figure 2.2 displays the scatter plots of the experts’ responses and their correlation

matrix, also including the true values (as the responses of a ninth expert). We have

removed the very extreme observation of Ex8 in Q1 from this representation. We

do not observe very high correlations. For example, with 0.5 as cutting value for

noticeable correlations, only Ex1 with Ex3, Ex4, Ex7 and Ex3 with Ex7 describe

relevant correlation between themselves, and Ex1, Ex3 and Ex7 with the true values.

Table 2.2 summarises the performance of the experts on the 8 remaining questions,

presenting how many observed responses appeared at each of the intervals, compared

with the expected responses.

Calibration

We used Excalibur (Lighttwist, 2018), to score the experts as described in Table 2.3,

based on Cooke’s (1991) classical method, which provides also the calibration and

information scores of the retained experts. We did not use DM optimisation and
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Figure 2.2: Scatterplot of expert answers and correlation matrix

adopted a significance level of 0.001. A robustness analyses was performed finding

Q5 and Q9 to be the most influential over the results. Also, Ex1 and Ex7 showed

the lowest discrepancy.

2.9.2 Attack probabilities’ assessment

We describe now how to extract the cyber security knowledge from the experts to

enable us building our SCCRM model. For this, we created a second questionnaire

with Google Forms. To start with, the questionnaire included a short introduction

outlining the procedure to answer the questions:

The following questions will aid us in extracting your expertise on cyber security
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Expert Below 5th 5th to 50th 50th to 95th Above 95th
Ex1 0 5 2 1
Ex3 4 0 0 4
Ex4 3 0 2 3
Ex5 3 0 1 4
Ex6 1 2 1 4
Ex7 0 6 1 1
Ex8 4 2 0 2
Exp 0.405 4.05 4.05 0.405

Table 2.2: Performance of experts on 8 questions

Expert Calib.Sc. Weight Info.Sc.
Ex1 0.429 0.820 1.834
Ex3 0.000 0.000 3.440
Ex4 0.000 0.000 2.592
Ex5 0.000 0.000 2.143
Ex6 0.002 0.004 2.636
Ex7 0.145 0.176 1.168
Ex8 0.000 0.000 1.441

Table 2.3: Calibration, weights and information scores of experts

so as to build a model that allows us to forecast sufficiently harmful attacks to a

company. Please feel confident. There are no right or wrong answers. We shall be

posing questions that take advantage from your cyber security expertise.

The questions were divided into two groups: first, attack probability questions

and, then, questions related with the environment and the posture.

Attack probabilities

With this first group of questions, we aimed at obtaining for each expert i the proba-

bility pi of various events. We then aggregate the probabilities through p = ∑
ωipi

(effectively, i ∈ {1, 6, 7}), where the weights ωi are obtained from the calibration
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process in Section 2.9.1. Based on such probabilities, at this stage we extracted

the judgements required to obtain the logistic regression parameters mentioned in

Section 2.3. Each question included a description of a relevant scenario with the

answer interpreted as a probability.

We illustrate the procedure for the specific attack due to malware infections. Our

TIS is able to detect three types of malware: trojan (level 1), ransomware (level 2)

and stealers (level 3). We then aggregate the responses of the experts Ex1, Ex6, Ex7

to obtain p0. Since we are assuming that the attack probability follows equation

(2.3.3) and no infections are found, we have β0 = σ(p0), with σ(p) = log
(

p
1−p

)
.

Table 2.4 includes the responses of the three experts including the number of

infections found, the expert responses, the aggregated probabilities and the estimated

parameters. The first row shows the expert assessments when no infections are found,

leading to p0 = 0.010 and, consequently, β0 = −4.521.

j mj Ex1 Ex6 Ex7 pj βj

0 0 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.010 -4.521
1 5 0.02 0.1 0.02 0.020 3.745
2 5 0.15 0.1 0.02 0.126 4.135
3 1 0.35 0.2 0.05 0.296 3.654

Table 2.4: (j-th) level of the attack, number of reference infections (mj), responses
of three retained experts (Ex1, Ex6, Ex7), aggregated probabilities (pj), and
estimated (βj) parameters

We compute the remaining required coefficients in a similar manner, asking the

experts to provide an estimate of the attack probability pj if the TIS detects now a

certain number m of infections belonging to the j-th level of the attack vector and

none of the rest, aggregating the responses and solving for the corresponding βj . We

need to ask at least one question per coefficient to each expert. A typical
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question would be:

Assume that the TIS has detected 5 malware infected devices of level 1 in your

network, what would be the probability of actually suffering an attack based on

malware?

The previous question proposes an scenario in which nk = m if k = j and nk = 0

if k 6= j, with m = 5 and j = 1. We aggregate the expert responses in pj and, we

finally get

βj = σ(pj)− β0
mj

. (2.9.1)

When the TIS detects five infections (second row), the expert assessments lead to

p1 = 0.020 and β1 = 3.745.

Environment and posture

We illustrate now how to incorporate information about the security environment.

Examples of the incumbent four variables include the number of negative mentions

about the company in major social media and the number of mentions in security

blogs. We determine the weights λi by asking experts to compare pairs of security

environment contexts, identifying the corresponding system of equations and solving

it.

For example, for the variables mentioned above we could pose the following

question:

How would you weight the relative importance of the number of mentions in

security blogs and negative mentions in social media regarding the likelihood of

receiving a successful harmful attack? Both numbers should add up to 100; the higher

the weight, the more impact you give to such variable (in case of deeming more likely
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an attack).

We introduce iterative schemes to come out with the pairs.

Ex T1 T2 T3 w1 w2 w3 w4

1 (70, 30) (30, 70) (50, 50) 0.292 0.125 0.292 0.292
3 (60, 40) (30, 70) (60, 40) 0.235 0.157 0.365 0.243
4 (10, 90) (10, 90) (50, 50) 0.006 0.052 0.471 0.471
5 (15, 85) (40, 60) (85, 15) 0.060 0.340 0.510 0.090
6 (60, 40) (30, 70) (70, 30) 0.257 0.171 0.400 0.171
7 (60, 40) (40, 60) (50, 50) 0.273 0.182 0.273 0.273
8 (70, 30) (30, 70) (50, 50) 0.292 0.125 0.292 0.292

0.202 0.165 0.372 0.262

Table 2.5: Environment responses of experts and weights

Table 2.5 includes the responses of our experts for our questions with four

environment variables and the seven retained experts. The first three columns

describe the response of the pairwise comparisons and the last four represent the

estimated weights for each expert. Finally, we incorporate the environment and

posture indices into the model using the procedure described in Section 2.9.2. First,

we construct an scenario where no infections are found by the TIS and ask the

experts how much would the attack probability increase assuming a certain value for

one of the security environment variables, as in the following example:

Assuming that the TIS has detected no evidence in the network concerning malware

infections, how much would the attack probability increase if we detect a value for

the first environment variable equal to 10 and none for the others?

Since the remaining environment variables are zero, we can compute the index

value as e = w1 ×m, where m = 10, and expand the attack vector. We apply the

same procedure to incorporate the security posture.
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Probability of attack transfer

Finally, we also ask the experts questions regarding the probability of an attack being

transferred from a supplier to the company. There are as many questions as attack

types, as we use the same probabilities for all suppliers. For each of the types, we

aggregate the experts’ probabilities. As an example, the probabilities for the transfer

of malware attacks were 0.3, 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, for experts 1, 6 and 7. The

final aggregated probability, using the weights from Section 2.5.3 is 0.282.

2.9.3 Attack impact assessment

The final group of questions refers to information concerning the impacts of a

successful attack. They are different from the previous ones as they are company

specific: for example, even if the consequence of a successful attack may be the

same for two companies, e.g. losing 1% of their customers, their economic impact in

Euros will typically differ; the unavailability period will depend on the company’s

recovery capacity; and, finally, distinct companies assess impacts differently. Thus,

these questions are answered by in-company experts instead of by general cyber

security experts. In the same manner, such type of information from the suppliers

may not be readily available as its experts could have no incentives to answer the

required questions or even be unavailable for the necessary elicitation exercise. In

this case, the in-company experts may try to estimate what would be the answer to

the questions for the corresponding suppliers.

As before, we introduce a training session with local experts as well as an eventual

aggregation procedure, should there be several of them available.
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Relevant impacts

As we mentioned, relevant cyber attack impacts might change across organisations.

We model the downtimes in hours with Gamma distributions (for the company and

suppliers) as described in Section 2.5.1. To obtain estimates of the parameters for

these distributions, we ask the experts for at least two of its quantiles, for instance,

the first and the third quartiles. An example question would be:

What is the duration of the downtime in hours due to malware at your organisation

such that you would expect 25% of the downtimes to be below this value?

Once we obtain the quantiles, we use a least squares approach to estimate the

parameters of the distributions, Morris et al. (2014) as described in Section 2.5.

As an example, in one case, an expert provided as first and third quartiles,

respectively, 2 and 6. The best fitting gamma distribution was Gamma(1.79, 0.40)

referring to downtimes hours. After obtaining the distributions, we may compute

centrality measures such as the mean or the median, if required, or use them for

simulation purposes.

We performed similarly in relation with reputational damage as described in

Section 2.5.2, estimating the proportion of lost customers due to a certain type of

attack with a Beta distribution. As an example, an expert provided as first and third

quartiles, respectively, 0.01 and 0.05. We obtain the best fitting beta distribution

through a Beta(0.13, 1.74).
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2.9.4 Implementation

Data Preprocessing

The data received through the TIS are preprocessed via exponential smoothing,

Brown (2004). This allows us to control the growth rate of various security indicators

and partly mitigate fluctuations associated with random variations. Given {xj},

the raw data sequence, nj will represent the security indicator at time j, and h the

smoothing factor through

n0 = x0, nj = h× xj + (1− h)nj−1.

Observe that

nj = h× xj + (1− h)hxj−1 + · · ·+ (1− h)k−2hxj−(k−1) + (1− h)khnj−k.

Since (1− h)k∗ will be small enough for k∗ sufficiently large, we have that

nj '
k∗∑
i=0

h(1− h)ixj−i,

which effectively entails preserving the last k∗ scans (xj , xj−1, . . . , xj−k∗) and consol-

idating them in nj .

Operation

With the above information, we are capable of putting the proposed framework under

operation. We summarize first all the required information, after having calibrated

the experts:
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1. The coefficients β, λ, and v are obtained (indirectly) from the experts as

described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, and illustrated in Section 2.9.2.

2. The probability qa of each attack type is obtained directly from the experts as

described in Section 2.3, and demonstrated in Section 2.9.2.

3. The downtime cost of the company and supplier, cic and cis , must be provided

by the company. This involves assessing every supplier s to obtain estimates of

its downtime distribution īs, as well as īc, and exemplified in Section 2.9.3.

4. The reputational cost cd is obtained from experts within the company, and

showed in Section 2.9.3.

Once those parameters are acquired, operations start by essentially scanning

through the TIS, performing the risk computations, updating the forecasting model

and issuing alarms when required. The suppliers and company data collected

periodically by scanning the network through the TIS are preprocessed as in Section

2.9.4.

In summary, at every time step j we perform the following tasks:

1. Scan the network through the TIS in search for attack, posture and environment

vectors n, e and l, for the company and its suppliers.

2. Data preprocessing (exponential smoothing and scaling).

3. Assess the attack probabilities APc, IAPsc and GAPc.

4. Assess the risks Rc, IRsc and TRc.

5. Issue alarms, if required.

6. Display risk outputs.
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7. Compute risk forecasts for next periods, as required.

2.9.5 Example with simulated data

The proposed approach has been implemented in Python (Rossum et al., 2007),

obtaining the data through a commercially available TIS. Assume that we are able

to scan information regarding four attack vectors, |A| = 4. For the first security

event, see Table 2.4, the attack probabilities p
∧

0 = 0.01 refer when the scan did not

detect any infected devices, and p
∧

1 = 0.02, when the scan detected 1% of infected

devices in the company’s network. We then make

β
∧

0 = log
(

p
∧

0
1− p

∧
0

)
= −4.52,

and

β
∧

1 = log
(

p
∧

1
1− p

∧
1

)
− β
∧

0 = 3.74.

If we detect now that 0.075% (5 number of infections detected of level 1) and 0% (0

infections detected of levels 2 and 3) at t = 1, we estimate the attack probability of

that specific security event as

pc = 1
1 + exp(−(−4.52 + 3.74× 0.075)) = 0.014.

We show in Table 2.6 the probabilities of each of the security events for the company

and two of its suppliers s1 and s2. These probabilities are obtained through equation

(2.3.3). We show also in q the probabilities of an attack being transferred from a

supplier to the company.

Given the above, we can compute the direct attack probability to the company

over the next period, which is APc = 0.491; the attack probabilities induced by the
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Attack pc ps1 ps2 q

atk0 0.014 0.468 0.383 0.103
atk1 0.187 0.164 0.350 0.107
atk2 0.131 0.166 0.143 0.056
atk3 0.236 0.481 0.200 0.084

Table 2.6: Probabilities of successful attack for each attack type

suppliers IAP1
c = 0.111, IAP2

c = 0.098; and, finally, the global attack probability

GAPc = 0.592. Note that having two suppliers increases the chances for the company

of receiving attacks. If both suppliers were offering the same service, say, both

were Internet providers, we could take into account their IAPs to decide whether

to contract the services from one or the other. In the example, we might be more

inclined to work with the second supplier as receiving an attack through it seems

less likely.

We assess the expected costs making use of the previous probabilities and assuming

that:

• the average cost per hour of downtime of our company is 20k euros,

• the market size is 2922 billion euros, and, finally,

• the current market share of the company is 18%.

In addition, the company estimates that one hour of service unavailability of both

suppliers costs 25k EUR. The first and third quartiles for the distribution of the

downtime are 2, 6 hours for the company and 1, 4 hours for the suppliers. The

downtimes are modeled as a Gamma(1.79, 0.40) distribution for the company and a

Gamma(1.21, 0.42) for the suppliers. The corresponding quartiles for the proportion

of customers lost after a successful attack are assessed as 0.01 and 0.05, corresponding
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Figure 2.3: Distributions of company downtime duration (left) and proportion of
customers lost (right)

to a Beta(0.13, 1.74) distribution; see Figure 2.3. We aggregate the previous

costs and compute

• the expected direct cost for the company Rc = 517.16k euros,

• the expected cost induced by the suppliers IR1
c = 116.73k, IR2

c = 103.38k euros,

and,

• the total expected cost, TRc = 737.27k euros.

Note again that the first supplier seems worse as its entailed expected loss is bigger.

Finally, the procedure described above would be run periodically, obtaining new

values for the probabilities and costs. An example with simulated data for T = 100

time steps is shown in Figure 2.4, where we plot the evolution of the attack probability,

the induced attack probabilities and the global attack probability. Here we can see

how, at t = 0, we may prefer supplier 2 over supplier 1 as it seems to induce less risk

to the company. However, at the beginning the probability induced by supplier 2

gets worse over time, reverting the situation.

We also fit DLMs for the four probability indices, as described in Section 2.7.
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of APc, IAP sc and GAPc

This allows us to forecast the different attack probabilities k-steps ahead. Figure 2.4

shows the expected value of the predictive distribution X100+k|D100 for k = 1, ..., 20,

and the corresponding 95% predictive intervals.

2.10 Conclusions

The recent emergence of several products in the market shows that SCCRM is a

very relevant problem given the increasing importance of cyber attacks and the

interconnectivity of organisations which conduct their business.

This motivated us to support SCCRM through a framework making use of expert

judgement and a TIS which collect cyber attacks data from an organisation and

its suppliers. We defined the SCCRM problem presenting models to estimate the

probability of sufficiently harmful attacks when the company is attacked directly or

through its suppliers given information about their attacks, security environment

and posture, and the possible availability and reputation impacts that such attacks

may induce over the company. Given the reluctance of companies to release data
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related to attacks suffered, we calibrate experts and extract the knowledge necessary

to assess the risk scores based on the information coming from a TIS, making

consistency checks and considering the severity levels from sufficiently harmful attacks.

We elaborated a calibration questionnaire with general questions about cybersecurity

which we used to calibrate the expert through an exploratory analysis and making

use of expert elicitation tool. In the same manner, we created another questionnaire

with attack probability questions about the environment and the secure posture of

the company. We added company specific questions due to companies assess impacts

differently depending on the recovery capacity. We modeled the cyber attacks impacts

taking into account downtimes and the proportion of lost customers. Besides, we

provided forecasting models to monitor risk and issue alarms. The information

obtained by the framework permits to forecast supply chain disruptions, advice on

potentially dangerous situations, ranking suppliers or facilitate the negotiation of

insurance contracts. We provided an example with simulated data evaluating the

expected costs for the company and induced by their suppliers. To conclude, we

simulated the evolution of the attack probabilities tailored to the company along

with the predictive expected value.
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Chapter 3

Malware Detection

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we provided a framework for SCCRM that obtains data from a threat

intelligence system to detect relevant threats. One of the data that our TIS provided

was the amount of malware detected. This by itself is an extremely important

problem as, for example, ENISA (2019) presents malware as a top cybersecurity

problem. We shall address this issue of malware detection in this chapter from an

adversarial classification perspective.

Classification is employed in areas such as computer vision, credit scoring, bioin-

formatics or, indeed, malware detection. In most cases, researchers have focused on

achieving more accurate algorithms but have not paid much attention to an important

issue: the presence of adversaries who could perform attacks to fool the classifiers so

as to accomplish some benefit. Specifically, consider the case of malware detection.

Attackers could obfuscate malware knowing how machine learning algorithms work

performing attacks that try to evade detection.

In this chapter, we provide a hybrid framework for malware detection. It includes

the adoption of an adversarial risk analysis model to detect obfuscated malware

attacks. Section 2 describes the five stages of the proposed malware detection

framework: preprocessing; feature extraction; feature management; training; and

61
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operation. Sections 3 and 4 illustrate some initial benchmark experiments with it and

analyse what is the impact of obfuscated malware over the Naive Bayes (NB) classifier.

Section 5 presents an adversarial risk analysis model to detect obfuscated malware

attacks. The model includes the algorithmic implementation with preprocessing and

operation phases. Section 6 provides a complete example of the proposed approach to

detect current malware obfuscated with standard and non-standard utility functions.

Section 7 concludes with a discussion.

3.2 Malware Detection Framework

The approach initially proposed to detect malware uses a combination of static and

dynamic methods and comprises five stages as described in Figure 3.1: preprocessing,

feature extraction, feature management, training and operation.

Figure 3.1: Malware detection framework

3.2.1 Preprocessing

We start with a set of binary samples to train a classifier. Each binary is labeled

as malware (M) or benign (B). If some of the binaries available are not labeled, we
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assess their label through a tool called Virus Total (VT) (Chronicle, 2018). VT uses

70 online anti-malware systems and we label a binary as malware when at least 50%

of the systems indicate so, considering a majority votes.

3.2.2 Feature extraction

Feature extraction combines the procurement of static features directly from the

binary and dynamic features when executed in a controlled environment.

Static features

For the static part of our approach, we use the Assembly Language File (ASM)

features considered by (Chadwick, 2017) as well as the Hexadecimal dump (Hex

dump) and the Portable Executable File Header (PE Header) static features proposed

by Ahuja (2017), who claim to have achieved good results in malware detection based

on such features. They are therefore divided into three categories depending on the

method employed to extract them:

• ASM. We convert the binaries into assembled files through objdump (GNU

Binary Utilities, 2005). Then, we extract its sections, registers, OpCodes, API

calls and keywords.

• Hex dump. We transform the binaries into hexadecimal format through

hexdump (GNU commands, 2007). We then obtain the file size, the mean,

median, maximum and minimum of the binary entropy, along with the entropy

of the whole binary and the entropy variance and range.

• PE Header. The standard file format allows us to extract features from the

binaries such as the size of the code, symbols and imports (Wang et al., 2009).
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Table 3.1 summarises the 1068 static features extracted in our experiments.

Feature extraction method Features Type Total
ASM Sections Discrete 9
ASM Registers Discrete 26
ASM Opcodes Discrete 94
ASM API calls Discrete 794
ASM Keywords Discrete 95

Hex dump Entropy Continuous 7
Hex dump File size Discrete 1
PE Header Several Discrete 42

Table 3.1: Feature extraction types

Dynamic features

Dynamic features are generated based on the runtime behaviour of the binaries

executed within a Virtual Machine. To perform such analysis, we use the Cuckoo

(2014) environment which generates a report from the software behaviour obtained

over a fixed period of time, being two minutes the default choice. We obtain the

reports from all the binaries selecting twelve features which we consider relevant

for malware detection, as malware often interacts with other files, needs to load

libraries or performs several operations simultaneously. Indeed, the features include

the number of mutex (used to coordinate program processes when the program has

to perform several tasks simultaneously); the number of file operations such as the

files read or deleted (used by some malware to steal or remove information to cause

fraud or damage); the register operations; and the dynamic link libraries (dll) loaded.

In total, we collect 1088 (1068 + 20) features.
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3.2.3 Feature management

In this phase, we perform feature management. We select the most effective and

efficient features for the incumbent classifier in the problem at hand to reduce

dimensionality and help to prevent overfitting. We study also the data types which

may be transformed into categorical, discrete or continuous, looking for data types

that provide best results with the selected classifier. This may entail repeated

iterations through this step and 3.2.4.

We then randomly split the dataset into train and test subsets, according to, e.g.,

0.20 division ratio: 80% of the set is used to train and the remaining 20% is used for

testing purposes.

3.2.4 Training

At this stage, we must choose the classification algorithms to be used for malware

detection. In this case, we consider that the classifier predicts two classes: malware

and benign. As the quantity of data in the digital era is enormous (for instance, it

is typical that threat intelligent systems have to process hundreds of thousands of

binaries per day to determine whether they are malware or not) we need classifiers

that obtain results in a reasonable time; see Ye et al. (2017) for a survey.

For this study, we consider as benchmark a utility sensitive NB classifier (Lewis,

1998). This classifier has been used for malware detection by numerous authors

including Sharma et al. (2016), Gong et al. (2016), Milosevic et al. (2017) or Sahay

and Chaudhari (2019). NB requires short computational times for training compared

with other methods and, also, it is highly scalable (Ashari et al., 2013). We train

the NB classifier with the selected features during the feature management phase

evaluating its results based on maximising expected utility. A typical utility in this
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context is the 0− 1 utility (1 if it classifies correctly; 0, otherwise), implicitly leading

to standard classification criteria based on detection accuracy (DA), and the false

positive (FPR) and false negative (FNR) rates. However, in a more risk analytic

fashion, we could consider other utility functions; see further discussion in Section

3.6.2.

3.2.5 Operation

Once we have properly chosen the features and trained our classifier, we set up the

framework into operation. When we receive a new binary, we extract its features

and process them through the classifier to decide whether it corresponds to a benign

software or to malware. The operational criteria used, as in standard risk analysis

(Bedford and Cooke, 2001), is based on maximising expected utility through

c(x) = argmax
yC

∑
y

uC(yC , y)p(y|x), (3.2.1)

where c(x) is the class (malware, benign) that maximises expected utility; uC is the

utility function used by the classifier when it predicts yC and the actual class is y;

and, p(y|x) is the posterior probability of the binary with class y given the binary

features x.

3.3 Benchmark experiments

Our initial experiments refer to datasets from two different years (VxHeaven (VX,

2013) and Virus Total (VT) (Chronicle, 2018)) to showcase and understand a possible

performance deterioration over time due to novel attacking techniques introduced

along the years. The datasets respectively consist of 2698 and 2955 malware binaries,
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which we merge with 542 benign binaries obtained from clean copies of the Program

Files folder of MS Windows 7 and 8.

To evaluate the framework performance initially, we create an experiment based

on building a dataset with 542 malware binaries randomly selected, merged with 542

benign binaries. Then, we undertake the NB based classification through the test set.

The experiment is repeated 1000 times with both datasets. The results are shown in

Table 3.2, where we include the results from O’Kane et al. (2016) for comparison.

VxHeaven
Method DA FNR

O’Kane et al. (SVM) 0.86 0.15
NB 0.93 0.02

Table 3.2: Averaged detection accuracy for VxHeaven and Virus Total datasets

In these preliminary experiments, we achieved a 7% higher DA using our process as

compared to O’Kane et al. who used SVMs.

We tested also the framework with a modern Virus Total dataset decreasing

its performance by 8% DA (with an increase of 10% in the FPR). Note that such

performance degradation could be explained because of the 5 year time difference

in the datasets. Over this time period, programming languages have changed,

programming styles have advanced and new obfuscation tools have been created.

3.4 The impact of obfuscated malware

As we have seen, we may achieve reasonably good detection results through the

proposed hybrid approach, accomplishing better performance than e.g. O’Kane et al.

(2016) benchmark. However, as mentioned in Section 1.3.4, an attacker could create

obfuscated malware, critically affecting the performance of detection algorithms.
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Huang et al. (2011) and Barreno et al. (2006) provide taxonomies of attacks against

classifiers. This is the general issue addressed in the emergent field of Adversarial

Machine Learning; see recent reviews in Vorobeychik et al. (2019) and Joseph et al.

(2019).

To illustrate and understand this point, we shall obfuscate malware through an

open source metamorphic software obfuscation engine called metame (Ortega, 2016).

For a given program, this tool creates a software clone with the same behaviour,

but different structure, aimed at overcoming detection barriers. To do this, metame

disassembles the binary seeking for six types of OpCodes, designated nop, xor, sub,

push, pop, and or, and performs operations with them. For instance, xor OpCodes

are replaced by sub ones. This process modifies only static features, not dynamic

ones, as metame aims at preserving the original software behaviour. Figure 3.2

reflects this process, where we emphasize the six OpCodes that metame modifies.

Binary

(x11, . . . , x16),
(x17, . . . , x1m1 )

Static features

(x21, . . . , x2m2 )

Dynamic features

Metame

(x′11, . . . , x′16),
(x′17, . . . , x′1m1 )

(x21, . . . , x2m2 )

Figure 3.2: Metame feature modification

As a consequence, for example, during the obfuscation process, the number of xor

OpCodes will decrease, whereas that of sub OpCodes would increase. Note, however,

that, due to these modifications, other static features could be affected indirectly

(that is why we write (x′17, . . . , x
′
1m1) in Figure 3.2).
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To observe such changes, we obfuscated 3000 binaries counting the instances

in which each feature was modified through obfuscation. Figure 3.3 shows the 20

features most modified, ranked according to the number of times they were modified.

Figure 3.3: Top 20 features affected by metame ranked from least modified to most
one

To further understand the obfuscation process, we applied it 100 times to a specific

binary to check whether there were features that might stop changing after a certain

number of obfuscations. Figure 3.4a represents the evolution of the modification

percentage of the nop, push, pop and mov features after 14 obfuscations, whereas

Figure 3.4b illustrates that of the xor, sub, test and or features after 100 obfuscations.

We notice that the first set of features practically stops changing after several

obfuscations, reaching a fixed point. However, the features reflected in Figure 3.4b

keep on varying their values throughout the repeated application of the obfuscating

engine.

To assess the impact of obfuscation on the detection process, we trained a NB
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(a) Feature convergence (b) Feature divergence

Figure 3.4: Evolution of features after repeated obfuscation

classifier with non-obfuscated malware from (VT, 2018) mixed with benign binaries

(50% malware, 50% benign) as in in Section 3.3. Then, we predicted through a test

set formed by metame obfuscated VT malware mixed with benign binaries, with

results in Figure 3.5, where we show the detection accuracy with non-obfuscated and

obfuscated malware over 1000 experiments, with results averaged over groups of 100

experiments. Observe that the accuracy of the classifier degrades approximately by

31%, showing the potential of obfuscation methods in fooling standard classifiers

used in malware detection.

Figure 3.5: Obfuscation degrades malware detection
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Given this performance degradation, we explored whether certain feature man-

agement operations may improve results, somehow robustifying algorithms. For that,

as described in Section 3.2.3, we transformed the data into different types trying

a Bernoulli NB with binary features (expressed with 1 when the feature is present

and 0 when it is absent); a multinomial NB with discrete features (representing the

feature frequency in the binaries) (Singh et al., 2019); and a Gaussian NB with con-

tinuous features (assuming they are distributed according to a normal distribution),

Yilmaz et al. (2019). We compared them to determine the classifier providing better

results. As shown in Figure 3.6, the Bernoulli NB classifier performs better because

of its underlying modeling assumptions which given this dataset could be relevant

distinguish between the presence/absence of the features.

Figure 3.6: Feature management might improve performance

After such a feature transformation, we also checked for the minimum number of

features needed to reach 80% accuracy. This is important so as to reduce computation

workload in presence of very large amounts of binaries. We performed experiments

adding features one by one to the classifier to observe the accuracy evolution, Figure

3.7, based on the ranking in Figure 3.3 (extended to the original 1068 features). Note

that after about 150 features, NB achieved around 80% accuracy and with 100 more
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Figure 3.7: Performance with top 1000 features

features, it increased to 85%.

3.5 Adversarial Risk Analysis Against Obfuscation

Attacks

We have discussed how a classifier which operates under the standard maximum

expected utility risk analytic criteria in (3.2.1) may see its performance severely

deteriorated if we do not pay attention to the presence of attackers ready to craft

malware features. Thus, we need to take into account the presence of such adversaries

when making the detection decisions. The model that we shall propose to detect

obfuscation attacks will adopt the adversarial risk analysis approach in Rios Insua

et al. (2009b) we shall designate it Adversarial Risk Analysis for Obfuscation Attacks

(AROA).

Consider a classifier (C, she="Cleo") aiming at maximising her expected utility

when classifying binaries between benign (y=B) and malware (y=M). An adversary

(A, he="Alan") is willing to obfuscate binaries maximising his expected utility: he

modifies the features x in malware binaries to x′ = o(x) through obfuscation to

outguess the classifier. We designate such obfuscation operation as ox→x′ . The

problem faced by both agents is presented in Figure 3.8 through a bi-agent influence
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diagram (Banks et al., 2015).
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Figure 3.8: Bi-agent influence diagram for obfuscated malware problem

Grey nodes represent issues that affect solely the obfuscator’s decisions; white ones,

those that impact solely those of the classifier; finally, striped nodes affect both

agents’ decisions. Alan’s decision (the obfuscation attack chosen) is represented

through node o; Cleo’s decision (the classification choice) through yC . The impact of

obfuscation over x results in the modified features x′. The agent’s utilities are shown

through nodes uA and uC , respectively. The classifier needs to determine the class y

upon observing x′, with her guess yC providing her an utility uC(yC , y). Depending

on such guess yC , the attacker would obtain his utility uA(yC , y, o), assuming there

is an implementation cost for o, which measures how costly is to run obfuscation o.

We consider that the attacker is only interested in obfuscating malware and he

performs attacks only in the operational phase. Thus, we assume that training is

undertaken with non-obfuscated malware. Therefore, the classifier may estimate

the distribution pC(y) of malware and benign software, as well as the distribution
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pC(x|y) of the features given the software type, in our case through (utility sensitive)

NB during the training phase. This classifier is used in relevant problems such as

spam detection, see Naveiro et al. (2019).

3.5.1 Classifier problem

The classifier deals with the problem as a game from a Bayesian perspective (Kadane

and Larkey, 1982), taking into account that adversary’s obfuscation decision is

random to her. For her analysis, the classifier needs:

• pC(y), assessing her conviction about the label y of the binary, with pC(M) +

pC(B) = 1 and pC(M), pC(B) ≥ 0. It is estimated using the training set.

• pC(x|y), which models her beliefs about the features x of the binary, depending

on whether it is benign or malware.

• pC(x′|o, x), describing her beliefs about the impact through an obfuscation

attack o over a binary with features x.

• uC(yC , y), which models her preferences when she predicts class yC for the

binary and the actual class is y.

• pC(o|x, y), represents her beliefs over the Attacker’s obfuscation action o given

a binary with features x and label y.

The classification problem faced by the classifier as a decision analytic model is

shown in Figure 3.9. For a given binary characterised by its features x, we assume

we may consider a set of reasonable obfuscations O(x). As a consequence, for a

given binary received with features x′, we may consider the corresponding set X ′ of

features x that lead to x′, when the binary is obfuscated. Then, the classifier aims
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Figure 3.9: Classifier problem

at selecting the class yC with maximum adversary aware posterior expected utility

(rather than through (3.2.1) which would be adversary unaware). In this context,

this means that Cleo must find the class c(x′) such that

c(x′) = argmax
yC

∑
y∈{M,B}

uC(yC , y)pC(y|x′) =

= argmax
yC

∑
y∈{M,B}

uC(yC , y)pC(y)pC(x′|y) =

= argmax
yC

∑
y∈{M,B}

uC(yC , y)pC(y)
∑
x∈X ′

∑
o∈O(x)

pC(x′, x, o|y).

For the second equation, we apply Bayes formula to compute pC(y|x′), but ignore

the denominator, which is irrelevant for optimization purposes. Then, we expand

the term pC(x′|y) taking into account the possible attacks. The presence of Alan

thus modifies pC(x′|y), preventing us from directly using the training set estimates

of these elements.

Therefore, we need to take into account the attacker’s modifications through the
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probabilities pC(x′, x, o|y). Furthermore, expanding the last expression, we have

c(x′) = argmax
yC

∑
y∈{M,B}

[
uC(yC , y)pC(y)

∑
x∈X ′

∑
o∈O(x)

pC(x′|x, o, y)pC(x, o|y)
]

=

= argmax
yC

∑
y∈{M,B}

[
uC(yC , y)pC(y)

∑
x∈X ′

∑
o∈O(x)

pC(x′|x, o)pC(o|x, y)pC(x|y)
]
.

Then, the problem to be solved by the classifier is

c(x′) = argmax
yC

[
uC(yC ,M)pC(M)

∑
x∈X ′

pC(ox→x′ |x,M)pC(x|M)

+ uC(yC , B)pC(B)pC(x′|B)
]
, (3.5.1)

where pC(ox→x′ |x,M) models the probability, according to her, that the attacker

adopts the obfuscation ox→x′ when the malware has original features x.

Note that all of the required ingredients in 3.5.1 are standard, except for

pC(ox→x′ |x,M) due to its strategic component. We facilitate its estimation consider-

ing next the problem faced by the Attacker.

3.5.2 Attacker problem

The classification problem faced by the attacker is described in Figure 3.10. To solve

his decision making model we need, in principle:

• pA(x′|o, x), which assesses his beliefs about the obfuscation attacks performed

to x.

• uA(yC , y, o), describing his preferences when the classifier predicts the label to

be yC , the actual label is y and the attack is o.

• pA(c(x′)|x′), which expresses his thoughts about the classifier’s prediction when
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Figure 3.10: Attacker problem

she observes the features x′ of the (obfuscated) binary.

Let p = pA(c(o(x)) = M |x′) be the probability that the attacker concedes to

Cleo saying that the binary is malware, when she observes x′. Since he will have

uncertainty about it, we denote its density by fA(p|o(x)), and its expectation by

pAo(x). From all attacks, he would maximise his expected utility through

o∗(x, y) = argmax
o

∫ [
uA(c(o(x)) = M,y, o) · p

+ uA(c(o(x)) = B, y, o) · (1− p)
]
fA(p|o(x))dp.

Assuming that he does not modify benign binaries y = B, we only consider y = M .

Then, his expected utility when the binary is (x, y = M) and he performs attack o
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would be

o∗(x,M) = argmax
o

∫ [
uA(M,M, o) p+ uA(B,M, o) (1− p)

]
fA(p|o(x))dp

= argmax
o

[uA(M,M, o)− uA(B,M, o)] pAo(x) + uA(B,M, o).

However, she does not know his problem ingredients pAo(x), uA. Suppose that we

model her uncertainty about them through a random expectation PAo(x) and random

utilities UA(yC , y, o). Then, the random optimal obfuscation when the malware

features are x will be

O∗(x,M) = argmax
o

(
UA(M,M, o)− UA(B,M, o)

)
PAo(x) + UA(B,M, o),

and we would make pC(ox→x′ |x,M) = Pr(O∗(x,M) = ox→x′). Typically, we would

approximate the attack probability pC(ox→x′ |x,M) through Monte Carlo (Rubinstein

and Kroese, 2016). We focus before on assessing the elements UA and PAo (x).

In relation with UA, recall first that, without loss of generality, we may associate

utility 0 with the worst consequence and utility 1 with the best one, having the

other consequences intermediate utilities, e.g. (French and Insua, 2000). In this

problem, the best consequence for the attacker is that the classifier accepts a malware

as benign (he then has opportunities to pursue his business), whereas his worst

consequence holds when she stops a malware as such (he has wasted effort in a lost

opportunity). The consequences related with benign binaries are in between (and

are actually irrelevant for the Attacker’s risk analysis). Therefore, we may actually

say that UA(M,M, o) ∼ δ0 and UA(B,M, o) ∼ δ1, the degenerate distributions at 0
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and 1, respectively. Then, Alan’s random optimal obfuscator would be

O∗(x,M) = argmax
o

[(
0− 1

)
PAo(x) + 1

]
= argmax

o

[
1− PAo(x)

]
.

On the other hand, [PAo(x), the attacker’s (random) expected probability when

the classifier declares a binary as malware observing x′ = o(x)]. It entails strategic

thinking as Cleo needs to understand his opponent beliefs about which classification

she will make when she observes x′. This could be the beginning of a hierarchy of

decision making problems, as described in Rios and Rios Insua (2012) in a simpler

context. We illustrate here the initial stage of such hierarchy in our problem area.

First, Alan does not know the terms in problem (3.5.1) faced by the classifier. By

assuming uncertainty over them through the random distributions PAC (M), PAC (x|M),

PAC (x′|B), PAC (ox→x′ |x,M) and utilities UAC (yC ,M), UAC (yC , B), he would get the

corresponding random optimal decision replacing the incumbent elements in (3.5.1) to

obtain PAo(x). However, observe that this requires the assessment of PAC (ox→x′ |x,M),

what Cleo believes that the attacker thinks about her beliefs concerning the action he

would implement given the observed data, for which there is a strategic component,

leading to the next stage in the announced hierarchy. One would typically stop at a

level in which no more information is available. In this problem, we stopped at level

1. At that stage, we could use a non-informative prior over the involved probabilities

and utilities.

As an heuristic, the assessment of PAo(x) could be based on an estimate mean of

PrC(c(x′) = M |x′). As a probability, mean ranges in [0, 1] and we could approximate

PAo(x) through beta distribution βe(δ1, δ2), with δ1/(δ1 + δ2) = mean and variance

(δ1δ2)/[(δ1 + δ2)2(δ1 + δ2 + 1)] = var as perceived. Based on them, we obtain the
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parameters δ1 and δ2, leading to

δ1 =
(1−mean

var − 1
mean

)
mean2, δ2 = δ1

( 1
mean

− 1
)
. (3.5.2)

In order to estimate mean, given a binary with features x′, we consider all reasonable

attacks leading to it. We assess the probabilities of malware instances adding them

to achieve p1, and undertake a similar process with benign ones to obtain p2. Then,

we estimate mean through p1/(p1 + p2). Note that such probability estimates are

available from the training stage of the classifier.

We then use simulation with LMonte Carlo samples from the random probabilities

and find

O∗l (x,M) = argmax
o

[
1− PA,lo(x)

]
, l = 1, . . . , L ,

estimating the required probability through

p̂C(ox→x′ |x,M) = #{O∗l (x,M) = ox→x′}
L

. (3.5.3)

3.5.3 Algorithmic implementation

Given a binary x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) with features xi ∈ {0, 1}, we designate by I(x)

the set of indices with xi = 0. Let us designate the set of possible attacks over the

binaries by O(x) = {OH : H ⊂ I(x)}, where OH represents the features whose index

j ∈ H are converted into a 1. Similarly, given a binary x′, let J(x′) be the set of

indices with x′i = 1. Then, the set of originating binaries is X ′ = {xK : J(x′)}, where

xK is such that xi = 0 if i ∈ K, and xi = x′i, otherwise. However, to constrain the

size of these sets so as to mitigate computational bottlenecks, we introduce a
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maximum number of originating binaries, using an uniform distribution to sample

them, and a maximum number of attacks, again randomly sampled.

We describe the implementation in Algorithm (1) through two phases: prepro-

cessing and operation. We include a Monte Carlo routine to estimate pC(ox→x′ |x,M)

as in (3.5.3).

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to estimate pC(ox→x′ |x,M)
Input:
Train a utility sensitive NB classifier to estimate pC(y) and pC(x|y),
(assuming that the training set has not been obfuscated).
Operation
Read x′.
Estimate pC(ox→x′ |x,M) using (3.5.3).
Solve

c(x′) = argmax
yC

[
uC(yC ,M)pC(M)

∑
x∈X ′

pC(ox→x′ |x,M)pC(x|M)

+ uC(yC , B)pC(B)pC(x′|B)
]
.

End Operation
Return c(x′).

3.6 Example

We test the proposed approach using the developments in Section 3.5. The dataset is

divided into training and test sets with a 0.80−0.20 division ratio for all experiments.

We first train a Bernoulli NB with benign and non-obfuscated malware data. We

perform 10 groups of 100 experiments averaging over the results. We report the best

results achieved based on the following parameters:
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• Monte Carlo size L = 700;

• variance var = 0.25 for the βe(δ1, δ2) distribution;

• 300 original binaries x′ generated leading to x′j , and

• 20 attacks o(x) leading to x′.

We performed exploratory experiments for different parameter ranges to reach such

settings; for instance, we tried the values L ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 1000} in combination

with values var ∈ {0.1, 0.15, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}, achieving best results with L = 700 and

var = 0.25, respectively.

3.6.1 0 - 1 Utility

In the first set of experiments, we use the standard 0− 1 utility (1 if binary correctly

classified, and 0, otherwise) for the classifier as presented in Table 3.3, which leads

to the standard DA classification criteria. Figure 3.11 represents the performance

comparison of AROA with that of NB.

Actual
y = M y = B

Predic. yC = M 1 0
yC = B 0 1

Table 3.3: 0− 1 utility

Figure 3.11: AROA vs NB, standard
utility function

Observe that AROA obtains higher accuracy than the best version of NB. This lack

of robustness to obfuscation attacks confirms the need to consider the presence of

adversaries.
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3.6.2 A non-standard utility function

The failure of the classifier detecting malware could be dangerous for the victim in

certain cases. As an example, the victim could be infected with a malware when the

classifier interprets it as benign, since the malware could encrypt its files and the

victim could loose valuable information.

We test now AROA with another utility function, penalising false negatives more

(a malware binary classified as benign), with, e.g., −5, than false positives (when

a benign binary is classified as malware), as we consider those much more harmful.

This utility function is reflected in Table 3.4 and the corresponding accuracy results

presented in Figure 3.12.

Actual
y = M y = B

Predic. yC = M 1 0
yC = B -5 1

Table 3.4: Alternative utility

Figure 3.12: AROA vs NB, non-
standard utility function

In this case, we again observe that AROA performs better than NB attaining higher

accuracy. More importantly, we computed the associated expected utilities based on

Table 3.4. For this we used 10 groups of 10 experiments whose results are shown

in Figure 3.13 which portray the larger expected utilities attained with AROA vs

a standard (utility sensitive) NB approach. Again we observe that AROA clearly

outperforms NB. Similar results have been attained with other utility functions.
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Figure 3.13: Utility sensitive NB vs AROA

3.7 Discussion

Malware attacks present a major cybersecurity problem affecting SCCRM. Thus,

we have focused on this type of attacks to reduce the possible impacts generated

and to improve the decision making to mitigate them. Malware attacks entail major

cybersecurity risks for SCCRM as attackers use advanced obfuscation techniques to

create malware difficult to detect.

Classification through supervised learning does not pay much attention to the

presence of adversaries, who could perform attacks to fool the classifiers achieving

several benefits. This motivated us to focus on this type of attacks to prevent

the potential degradation caused through metamorphic tools used by attackers to

obfuscate malware. As a solution, we provided a hybrid malware detection framework

that extracts the static features directly from the binaries and the dynamic features to

analyse its behaviour. The initial experiments performed showed good performance

in comparison with our benchmark. We included a recent dataset to showcase and

understand the possible deterioration over time produced by changes in programming

languages, operating systems or attacking techniques. We observed that with this

dataset the performance slightly decreases. We studied what is the impact of the
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obfuscated malware testing a metamorphic tool used by real attackers, acquiring

the top features affected during the obfuscation process and its features evolution

after repeated obfuscations. We observed that classifiers suffer higher performance

degradation and the feature management process might improve its performance.

We adopted an adversarial risk analysis model to support the detection of malware

obfuscation attacks. The model studies the classifier and the attacker problems from

a Bayesian perspective which does not entail common knowledge assumptions. The

model has been implemented in a distributed system taking advantage of parallel

computing and tested with a recent dataset achieving higher DA against NB.
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Chapter 4

Multiclass malware detection

analysis in crime servers

4.1 Introduction

Crime servers constitute a serious threat that affect organisations around the world.

These servers are often used to transfer money acquired illegally, undertake malware

attacks or implement Denial of Service attacks, among many other illicit activities.

A recent example are the Avalanche crime servers. This network was composed

of 39 servers containing different malware types used to attack organisations in

around 180 countries. It is estimated that they caused 6 million EUR in damages to

online banking systems in Germany (Europol, 2016). Another important example is

JavaScript-sniffers. These servers target online shopping websites to perform massive

malware infection. Once infected, the malware was able to steal customers’ personal

data such as phone numbers, payment card details or personal shipping addresses.

The attackers used virtual private network connections to make it more difficult

to find their location and its identification, when accessing the stolen data. These

attacks produced significant impact over numerous victims in six countries in South

East Asia (Interpol, 2020). In this line of stealing information, another relevant case

are the crime servers found in Malaysia. An information security vendor discovered

87
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that these servers contained more than 1.4 gigabytes of personal data stolen using

a trojan. More than 60% of the information found was bank customer data, but

they stored also patient data or business emails (McGlasson, 2008). In general, these

illegal servers are used to launch attacks but they may be used also for hosting

criminal darknet platforms. This is the case of 200 servers discovered by the German

authorities in a bunker. The aim of these were to host a darknet to facilitate the

sale of drugs, weapons, stolen data or counterfeit documents (Pladson, 2019).

The role of attackers with these servers is essential. They may execute specific

types of malware depending on the objective they aim at accomplishing. As an

example, an attacker could infect a company with a ransomware with the objective

of encrypting the victim’s files so as to threat the victim with publishing his data

unless receiving a ransom to be paid by the victim to reverse the situation. Another

instance occurs when the organisation receives an attack through a spam malware

campaign enclosing spyware. If an employee system gets infected, the spyware could

extract sensitive information that could be sold to competitors. Once companies

are attacked they should make different decisions depending on the malware type

with different mitigation costs and impacts associated. For instance, in the case of

a ransomware attack, the company could pay the ransom claimed and improve the

anti-malware detection tools.

Given these differential features and its practical relevance, we shall focus in this

chapter on multiclass malware detection centering our attention on trojans, adware

and virus. These malware types are very significant threats being among the top

10 malware detected in North American business organisations, and the top 1 in

Europe with trojan and adware types (Malwarebytes Labs, 2019). It is relevant to

differentiate among these malware types to make the right decisions to mitigate their

consequences. As an example, if the organisation detects a trojan, it could disconnect
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their network from the internet to avoid the adversary deploying an attack through

the trojan. In the case of adware, a more effective measure would be to reset the

browser settings to remove the malicious configuration produced by this malware.

On the other hand, in front of a virus attack, the company could focus on isolating

their internal network as viruses usually spread very quickly.

In this introduction, we have described the problem that we shall face in this

chapter: detect whether a software binary is benign, a trojan, a virus or an adware.

We shall use it as a paradigm for the problem of adversarial multiclass classification.

Section 4.2 provides a multiclass malware detection exploratory analysis to observe

the performance of algorithms that frequently attain good results in standard cir-

cumstances. Section 4.3 presents an ARA model compatible with generative and

discriminative classifiers for multiclass problems. In Section 4.4, we apply this new

approach to multiclass malware detection. We conclude with a discussion.

4.2 Malware multiclass detection exploratory analysis

We test multiclass malware detection through Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest

(RF) and Gradient Boosting (GB) algorithms using the Virus Total (VT) dataset

from Section 3.4. Researchers often use benign binaries obtained from the Windows

Program Files directory as in O’Kane et al. (2016). Observe, however, that these

binaries could be very different from current programs as they are often tailored

to tiny tasks such as a text processing (notepad.exe) or calculating (calc.exe). As

such, we would like to explore actual benign binaries that any user could download

from internet as portable executables. For this, we used the PortableApps website to

collect actual benign binaries containing portable executables similar to malware.

The files included comprise, for instance, programs to compress files (winzip.exe) or
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a website browser (opera.exe).

For these experiments, we use a dataset consisting of 2774 malware binaries

including trojans, adware and virus. We extract 1068 static features as we did in

Chapter 3 obtaining sections, registers, Opcodes, API calls and keywords as well

as PE Header features. We use binary features expressed with 1 when the feature

is present and 0 when it is absent. Table 4.1 describes the dataset. Note that the

differences in the amount of binaries of various types of malware is probably due to

the fact that VT detected more trojans during 2018 than the other types, reflecting

the cybersecurity landscape of that year.

Binary type Total
Trojan 1950
Adware 329
Virus 495
Benign from Windows 542
Benign from PortableApps 905

Table 4.1: Binary types

We thus tested a Bernoulli NB, RF and GB methods through this dataset with

three malware classes: trojan, adware and virus. To compare the results, we make

two types of experiments: type 1, in which we build a dataset with 542 malware

binaries merged with 542 Windows benign files; and type 2, in which we create a

dataset merging 905 malware files with 905 PortableApps benign binaries. Both

types of experiments are repeated 100 times for each method used, splitting them

into train and test subsets, using a 0.20 division ratio. The results obtained are in

Table 4.2.
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Experiment type 1 Experiment type 2
(MS Windows) (PortableApps)

Method DA FPR FNR DA FPR FNR
NB 0.77 0.08 0.23 0.62 0.13 0.38
RF 0.86 0.05 0.14 0.83 0.06 0.17
GB 0.87 0.04 0.13 0.82 0.06 0.18

Table 4.2: Multiclass malware detection results

We observe that the results describe a performance reduction with NB in multiclass

malware detection comparing with results obtained with two class classification; more-

over, the accuracy is further reduced using the benign binaries from PortableApps.

This could be explained because of the similarity between these benign files and the

malware ones. In reference to the methods used, GB achieves higher accuracy in the

first type of experiment and RF in the second type. We checked also FNR because

we consider that classifying malware types as benign could be very harmful, e.g. a

client could be infected unknowingly, otherwise classifying a benign as a malware

type could cause a warning but it should not produce damage. In this sense, the RF

model presents not a very high FNR in both experiments. We note that NB provides

the worst results in both experiments having highest FNR rates.

4.3 An ARA model for protecting multiclass

classification models

The ARA approach proposed in Chapter 3 uses an underlying Bernoulli NB generative

classifier that improved the performance of NB; it could be applied with other

generative classifiers, but it does not extend to discriminative ones. Moreover, it

is limited to binary class problems. Here, we focus on adopting an adversarial risk

analysis model to support discriminative classifiers in multiple class problems.
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4.3.1 Basic notation

Consider a classifier C (she) who may receive binaries from k different types designated

with a label yi, i = 1, ..., k. In our driving example, we would have k = 4 classes,

with labels y1 = trojan, y2 = adware, y3 = virus and y4 = benign. The binaries are

characterised by d features x ∈ Rd. Uncertainty about the binary types is modelled

through parametric distributions p(yi|β, x), i = 1, ..., k. This distribution could come

from a generative model (Goodfellow et al., 2016) in which the feature distribution

is explicitly modelled and the class distribution is obtained using Bayes formula, or

from a discriminative model (Ng and Jordan, 2002) in which class distributions are

directly modelled.

In classical approaches, data D is used to construct a maximum likelihood estimate

β̂ and p(yi|β̂, x) is employed to classify, predicting the label yi, given the estimate

and the test instance x. C aims at maximizing expected utility (French and Insua,

2000) based on classifying x to be of type

arg max
yC

k∑
i=1

uC(yC , yi)p(yi|β̂, x),

where uC(yC , yi) is the utility that she perceives when a binary with label yi is

classified as of type yC .

In Bayesian approaches, a prior p(β) is used to compute the posterior p(β|D) and

the predictive distribution

p(yi|x,D) =
∫
p(yi|β, x)p(β|D)dβ, (4.3.1)
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serves to classify based on the maximum predictive expected utility

argmax
yC

k∑
i=1

uC(yC , yi)p(yi|x,D).

Of particular interest in many settings will be the adoption of a 0 − 1 utility

function, in which the classifier gets 1 for a correct classification, and 0 for an incorrect

one. In this case, the decision rule is argmaxyC
p(yC |x,D) and we aim at maximizing

the probability of correct classification. From now on, we remove dependence on

data D to lighten up the notation.

4.3.2 Attacks to classifiers

Consider now another agent called adversary A (he). A applies an obfuscation attack

o to the features x leading to x′ = o(x), the actual observation received by C. The

attacker aims at fooling the classifier and making her misclassify binaries to attain

some benefit. We focus on exploratory attacks, defined to have influence just over

operational data, not during the training phase, and consider only integrity violations

in which the adversary just modifies malware instances.

Upon observing x′, C needs to determine the class to which the binary belongs to.

An adversary unaware classifier might be making gross mistakes as she classifies based

on the received features x′, instead of the actual ones. We provide two examples

adopting a 0− 1 utility with a multiple (k = 4) class malware detection problem.

Example 1. Consider a multinomial regression (MR) classifier. We test its

robustness against adversary attacks using the dataset from Section 4.2 making

use of the benign binaries from PortableApps. In this example, we select the 76

most representative features based on their importance weight in MR to mitigate
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computational cost. The binary features are coded with 1 indicating the presence of

the feature and 0, otherwise. Additionally, a label indicates whether the binary is

trojan (yi = 1), adware (yi = 2), virus (yi = 3) or benign (yi = 4). We randomly

split the dataset into train and test subsets with sizes: 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. The

test subset is attacked as in Naveiro et al. (2019) allowing the attacker to undertake

obfuscation attacks in at most 4 features.

The accuracy attained with untainted data is 0.69. On the other hand, with

obfuscated data, we only reach accuracies of 0.53, 0.51, 0.45 and 0.42 when, respec-

tively, attacking 1, 2, 3 and 4 features. This considerable degradation highlights the

lack of robustness to adversarial attacks of the MR model. 4

Example 2. Here, we contemplate a RF classifier. We check its robustness

with the same dataset and features as in Example 1, and the same random split

into train and test subsets. In this case, the test subset is attacked permitting the

adversary to perform obfuscation attacks in at most 5 features.

The accuracy achieved with non obfuscated data is 0.83. However, with obfuscated

data, we obtain 0.75, 0.67, 0.58, 0.55 and 0.53, respectively, attacking 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

features. As we noticed therefore, there is a relevant performance reduction affecting

RF robustness to adversarial attacks. 4

4.3.3 The adversary aware classifier problem

Assume for now that the classifier knows the obfuscation attack o that she has

suffered and that this one is invertible, in the sense that we may recover the original

x, designated o−1(x′) when convenient. Then, rather than classifying based on

arg maxyC

∑k
i=1 u(yC , yi)p(yi|x′), as an adversary unaware classifier would do, she
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should classify based on arg maxyC

∑k
i=1 u(yC , yi)p(yi|x = o−1(x′)). However, we

neither know the attack o, nor, more generally, the originating x.

Suppose we model our uncertainty about the origin x of the attack through a

distribution p(x|x′) with support over the set X ′ of reasonable originating features x

(that may lead to x′). Then, the expected utility that the classifier would get for her

classification decision yC would be

ψ(yC) =
∫
X ′

(
k∑
i=1

u(yC , yi)p(yi|x = o−1(x′)
)
p(x|x′)dx

=
k∑
i=1

u(yC , yi)
[∫
X ′
p(yi|x = o−1(x′))p(x|x′)dx

]

then having to solve

arg max
yC

ψ(yC). (4.3.2)

Typically, we approximate the expected utilities by Monte Carlo (MC) using a sample

{xn}Nn=1 from p(x|x′) so that ψ̂(yC) = 1
N

∑k
i=1 u(yC , yi)

[∑N
n=1 p(yi|xn)

]
. Algorithm

2 summarises the general procedure to be followed that we later specify.

Algorithm 2: General ARA procedure for Adversarial Classification
Input: N , training data D, prior p(β).
Output: A classification decision y∗C(x′).
Training

Based on D and p(β), compute p(β|D) and p(yi|x) for all i.
End Training
Operation

Read instance x′.
Estimate X ′ and p(x|x′), x ∈ X ′.
Draw sample {xn}Nn=1 from p(x|x′).
Find y∗C(x′) = argmaxyC

1
N

∑k
i=1

(
u(yC , yi)

[∑N
n=1 p(yi|xn)

])
.

End Operation
Return y∗C(x′).
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For this approach to be operational, we need to be able to estimate X ′ and p(x|x′)

or, at least, sample from this distribution. Assuming that we could define a metric

λ in the feature space, a first heuristic would be to define the set X ′ of reasonable

originating features as those x such that λ(x, x′) < ρ for a certain threshold ρ.

We could then take p(x|x′) as a uniform distribution over X ′. Alternatively, we

could make p(x|x′) = h
λ(x,x′) , where

1
h = ∑

x∈X ′
1

λ(x,x′) , ignoring x
′ as possible origin.

These heuristics formalize the fact that modifying binaries entails some cost for the

adversary that probably increases with the number of features changed.

However, as shown in Rios et al. (2020), better forecasts are typically attained if

we explicitly model the attacker’s behaviour using the information available about

him, as we do next.

4.3.4 An Approximate Bayesian Computation sampling approach

We discuss now an approach to sample from p(x|x′) that leverages information

available about the attacker. We call it AB-ACRA, being based on approximate

Bayesian computation (ABC), (Csilléry et al., 2010). As basic ingredients, it requires

us to be able to generate samples from x ∼ p(x) and x′ ∼ p(x′|x), which we discuss

next.

Sampling from p(x)

Estimating p(x) is possible using training data, which is untainted by assumption.

For this, we can use an implicit generative model, such as a generative adversarial

network (Goodfellow et al., 2014) or an energy-based model (Grathwohl et al., 2019).
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Sampling from p(x′|x)

On the other hand, sampling from p(x′|x) entails strategic thinking, which we shall

treat with the ARA methodology.

Without loss of generality, assume that the attacker considers interesting for him

the first l malware classes, the remaining (benign) ones being irrelevant for him. He

is interested in obfuscating data associated with binaries belonging to the first l

classes to make C believe that they belong to the remaining ones. As an example,

consider a cybercriminal who may commit l types of attacks; he obfuscates the

corresponding x to make C think that she has received a legitimate binary of class i,

with i > l.

As we only consider integrity violations, we base our analysis on the decomposition

p(x′|x) =
k∑
i=1

p(x′|x, yi)p(yi|x) =
l∑

i=1
p(x′|x, yi)p(yi|x) +

k∑
i=l+1

I(x′ = x)p(yi|x),

where I is the indicator function. We can easily generate samples from p(yi|x), as

we can estimate those probabilities based on training data as in 4.3.1. Then, we can

obtain samples from p(x′|x) by sampling yi ∼ p(yi|x) first and, then, if i > l return

x or sample x′ ∼ p(x′|x, yi), otherwise.

The ARA methodology allows us to model the attacker decision problem when he

may access to an instance x with its corresponding label yi. As we are not assuming

common knowledge, we need to model our uncertainty about the attacker elements.

Assume that A also aims at maximizing his expected utility when trying to confuse

C. His utility function has the form uA(yC , yi), when C says yC , and the actual label

is yi. For this, assume that the utility that A derives from C’s decision has the
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structure:

ujiA := uA(yC = yj , yi) =


0, if i ≤ l and j ≤ l

ujiA 6= 0, if i ≤ l and j > l

0, if i > l

This reflects that A just obtains benefit when he makes the defender classify a

malware instance as if it was a benign one. He would choose the obfuscation attack

that maximizes his expected utility by making C classify binaries as most beneficial

as possible to him.

By transforming a binary x with label yi, for i = 1, . . . , l, into x′, the attacker

would get an expected utility

k∑
c=1

uA(yC = yc, yi)pA(yC = c|x′) =
k∑

c=l+1
uciA pA(yC = c|x′), (4.3.3)

where pA(yC |x′) describes the probability that C says type yC if she observes x′,

from A’s perspective. The attacker will typically be uncertain about such probability.

We model it with a density fA(pA(yC |x′)), with mean pAo(x). Taking expectations

in (4.3.3), the expected utility he would get is ∑k
c=l+1 u

ci
A p

A
o(x). Thus, the attacker

would choose his action through

x′(x, yi) = arg max
z∈X ′

k∑
c=l+1

uciA p
A
o (z) (4.3.4)

and obfuscate the binary (x, yi) into (x′(x, yi), yi).

However, we neither know uA nor pAo(x) with certitude. Suppose we model our

uncertainty about these elements with, respectively, random utilities UA and random

expected probabilities PAo(x), defined over an appropriate probability space. We would
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then seek the random optimal transformation defined by

X
′(x, yi) = arg max

z∈X ′

k∑
c=l+1

U ciAP
A
o (z), (4.3.5)

and make p(x|x′, yi) = Pr(X ′(x, yi) = x′). Then, by construction, if we sample

uA ∼ UA and pAo ∼ PAo and solve

x′ = argmax
z∈X ′

k∑
c=l+1

uciAp
A
o (z),

x′ would be distributed according to p(x′|x, yi).

Of the required elements, it is relatively easy to model the random utilities

UA. We may scale these utilities between 0 and 1 (French and Insua, 2000) and

use U ciA ∼ Beta(αci, βci). If information about the likely values of the utilities is

accessible, we may assess them through appropriate α and β values; if information

about possible perceived rankings of the utilities is available, we may introduce them

as constraints and sample by rejection.

Modeling PAo(x) is more delicate. It entails strategic thinking as C needs to model

her opponent’s beliefs about what classification she will adopt upon observing x′.

This could be the beginning of a hierarchy of decision making problems, as described

Rios and Rios Insua (2012) in a much simpler context also discussed in Chapter 3. A

relevant heuristic consists of modelling PAo(x) using a distribution based on p(yC |x′)

with some uncertainty around it. For this, given x′, consider the set X ′ of reasonable

origins as above. Imagine we assess a distribution p∗(x|x′) over it, for example using

the metric based approach as defined. Let mean = ∑
x p(yC |x)p∗(x|x′) and, for a

given variance var, we approximate PAo(x) through beta distribution βe(δ1, δ2) having

the above mean and var, for which we just make δ1 =
(

1−mean
var − 1

mean

)
mean2, and
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δ2 = δ1

(
1

mean − 1
)
. In the above expression for mean, p(yC |x) would come from

the estimates based on untainted data in (4.3.1); to reduce the computational cost,

we could approximate mean through 1
M

∑M
n=1 p(yC |xn), for a sample {xn}Mn=1 from

p∗(x|x′).

AB-ACRA

Once we are able to sample from p(x) and p(x′|x), we need a procedure to sample

from p(x|x′). In the discrete case1, we can use rejection sampling (Casella et al.,

2004). This entails generating x ∼ p(X), x̃′ ∼ p(X ′|X = x), and accepting x only if

x̃′ coincides with the actually observed instance x′. It is straightforward to prove

that x ∼ p(X|X ′ = x′). We could observe this procedure to generate instances x

and indicators I, where I = 1 if we accept the sample and I = 0 otherwise. The

distribution of accepted instances corresponds to

p(X = x|I = 1) ∝ p(I = 1|X = x)p(X = x) ∝ p(X ′ = x′|X = x)p(X = x)

which, using Bayes rule, coincides with the desired distribution.

Note that when x′ is continuous, the acceptance rate would typically be very

low, making the above approach inefficient. In such cases, we can leverage ABC

techniques. This entails accepting the sample x if φ(x̃′, x′) < TOL, for a given

distance φ and tolerance TOL. The x generated in this manner is distributed

approximately according to p(x|x′). However, the probability of generating samples

for which φ(x̃′, x′) < TOL decreases as the dimensionality of x′ increases. A common

solution replaces the acceptance criterion by φ(s(x̃′), s(x′)) < TOL, where s(x) is a
1Here, for convenience, we distinguish between random variables and realizations using upper and

lower cases, respectively. Thus, X ′ refers to the actually observed instance and X to the originating
one.
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set of summary statistics that capture the relevant information in x. The particular

choice of summary statistics is problem specific. We summarize the whole procedure

in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: ABC scheme to sample from p(x|x′)
Input: Observed binary x′, data model p(x), UA, PAo , family of statistics s,

TOL.

Output: A sample approximately distributed according to p(x|x′).

while φ(s(x′), s(x̃′)) > TOL do
Sample x ∼ p(x)

Sample yi ∼ p(yi|x)

if i > l then
x̃′ = x

else
Sample uA ∼ UA and pAo ∼ PAo
Compute x̃′ = argmaxz∈X ′

∑k
c=l+1 u

ci
Ap

A
o (z)

end

Compute φ(s(x′), s(x̃′))
end

return x

4.4 An example in multiclass malware detection

We apply the proposed approach to multiclass malware detection with MR and RF

models as underlying approaches.

4.4.1 Robustifying multinomial regression

We test the performance of AB-ACRA as a defense mechanism against obfuscation

attacks, based on a 0-1 utility for the classifier. For these experiments, we use the
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same dataset as in the example in Section 4.3.2. We deploy MR with L1 regularization

chosen using cross validation. This is equivalent to performing maximum a posteriori

estimation in an MR model with a Laplace prior (Park and Casella, 2008). Accuracy

mean and standard deviations in all experiments are estimated through repeated

hold-out validation over ten repetitions (Kim, 2009). The accuracy of this approach

on untainted test data is 0.68± 0.01.

To compare AB-ACRA with raw MR on obfuscated data, we simulate attacks

over the instances in the test set. For this purpose, we solve problem (4.3.5) for

each test malware binary, removing the uncertainty that is not present from the

adversary’s point of view. We restrict our attention to obfuscation attacks that

involve changing at least one of the features. The utility that the attacker perceives

when he makes the defender misclassify a malware binary is 0.7 for all malware types.

Finally, the adversary would have uncertainty about pAo(x), as this quantity depends

on the defender’s decision.

We test AB-ACRA against a worst adversary who knows the true value of

p(yC |xn) and estimates pAo(x) through
1
M

∑M
n=1 p(yC |xn) for a sample {xn}Mn=1 from

p∗(x|x′), with M = 40. For p∗(x|x′) we use a uniform distribution on the set

of all instances at distance 1 from the observed x′, using as distance λ(x, x′) =∑76
i=1 |xi − x′i|. To model the uncertainty about pAo(x) and the attacker’s utility

function from the defender’s perspective, we use βeta distributions centered at the

attacker’s values of probabilities and utilities. The variances are chosen to guarantee

that the distribution is concave in its support. We set the variance at 10% of the

upper bound min
{
[µ2(1−µ)]/(1+µ), [µ(1−µ)2]/(2−µ)

}
, were µ is the corresponding

mean.

For the AB-ACRA algorithm, we used the 12 most relevant features (in terms of
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their coefficients having the highest posterior mode in absolute value) as summary

statistics s. Figure 4.1a compares the accuracy of AB-ACRA with MR for different

sample sizes N in Algorithm 2, and tolerance TOL = 2. As we can observe, AB-

ACRA beats MR in obfuscated data with just 5 samples. The accuracy becomes

constant quickly as we increase the number of samples. Figure 4.1b plots the accuracy

of AB-ACRA against MR for different values of TOL. As expected, as this parameter

decreases, accuracy increases, albeit at a higher computational cost.
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Figure 4.1: DA comparison MR vs AB-ACRA

We check also AB-ACRA with tolerance 1, which often gives reasonable results for

a moderate computational time. We test MR and a heuristic approach that assumes

that p(x|x′) is a uniform distribution over all possible instances at distance one from

the observed x′. MR and the heuristic approach both obtained accuracy 0.52± 0.01,

while AB-ACRA achieved 0.66 ± 0.01. Defenses that do not model explicitly the

attacker’s behavior have worse performance. However, AB-ACRA outperforms the

heuristic approach and the raw MR as it explicitly models the attacker’s behaviour.
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4.4.2 Robustifying random forest

To compare the results attained with MR, we analyse also RF with a similar set up.

In this case, the accuracy with RF in untainted test data is 0.83± 0.02. Now, the

adversary can modify up to 4 features with number of samples M = 40, using the

same variance at 10% as before. For the AB-ACRA algorithm, we employed 8 relevant

features selecting them through Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations

(LIME) (Ribeiro et al., 2016). Figure 4.2a describes RF and AB-ACRA performance

for several samples size using TOL = 1.
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Figure 4.2: DA comparison RF vs AB-ACRA

We note that accuracy becomes constant when increasing the number of samples

and it achieves better performance with a small number of samples. Figure 4.2b

compares both algorithms with different values of TOL. We observed again that

accuracy increases when the TOL values gets reduced. Similarly, we tested AB-

ACRA with tolerance 1, which provides good results in a reasonable computational

time. In this case, RF attained 0.57± 0.04 and the AB-ACRA model outperforms it

reaching 0.68± 0.04.
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4.5 Discussion

Crime servers entail potential risks affecting public administrations, organisations,

schools, hospitals around the world. These are used to perform malware attacks,

transfer money obtained illegally, hosting overlay networks only accessed by specific

software or launching Denial of Service attacks. As a consequence of their attacks the

organisations suffer disruptions, loss of sensitive information or reputation damage.

Its detection is complicated because attackers use modern techniques to hide their

location and their identification, causing a huge amount of time for authorities to try

to find these criminal organisations. From the possibilities that adversaries could use

these servers, we focus on the distinct malware types with different purposes stored

in them. It is crucial to detect their specific type to decide concrete countermeasures

and mitigate their consequences.

We observed that classification algorithms in multiclass malware present degraded

performance, even more when benign binaries are similar to malware files. This

could be explained due to both types of binaries share features being difficult for

the algorithms determine its binary class. We noted also that adversaries perform

obfuscation attacks to mislead classifiers making more difficult the distinction between

classes. These obfuscation techniques are changing over time, being necessary to

research methods to construct robust models.

To fight against them, we introduced a model based on adversarial risk analysis

using Approximate Bayesian Computation which may deal with both generative

and discriminative classifiers and multiclasses. This approach requires the capability

of sampling from the originating instances that could be obfuscated. We used

AB-ACRA as a sampling procedure that leverages ARA to take into account the

adversary’s knowledge and preferences. We tested the model against raw MR and
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RF with obfuscated data, achieving higher performance with small sample sizes.

This approach depends on how much tolerance we provide to the model to accept

obfuscated instances. Its reduction implies a computational cost but also improves

the performance of the model.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

The digital era is bringing along new global threats among which cybersecurity

related ones emerge as truly worrisome. Cybercrime is rising and can be costly for

organizations that offer incentives to adversaries to undertake attacks. Infrastructures

frequently set up firewalls as a first line of defense but the operation of critical

infrastructures relies on elements that could be attacked, both incidentally and

intentionally, as well as because of the action of employees that are not well skilled.

The recent emergence of several products in the market like BitSight, Securi-

tyScorecard or LEET Security, suggest that Supply Chain Cyber Risk Management

(SCCRM) is a very relevant problem given the increasingly interconnectivity of

organisations to conduct their business over the web. A critical concern that affects

SCCRM directly is malware which is among the top threats in the cybersecurity

landscape. Traditional anti-malware tools are becoming much less effective due to

the continuous changes introduced in malware and the fact that adversaries learn

how ICT protection systems work so as to improve their attacks.

This motivated us to support SCCRM through a framework making use of

expert judgement and a Threat Intelligent System (TIS) which collects cyber attack

data from an organisation and its suppliers in Chapter 2. We defined the SCCRM

107
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problem, presenting models to estimate the probability of sufficiently harmful attacks

when a company is attacked directly or through its suppliers, the possible service

disruptions and the proportion of lost customers that such attacks may induce over

the company. Given the reluctance of companies to release data related to suffered

attacks, we calibrated experts through a questionnaire with general questions about

cybersecurity. We created another questionnaire with attack probability questions

about the environment and secure posture of the company, extracting the knowledge

necessary to evaluate the risk scores aggregating the information coming from a

TIS. We added company specific questions as companies evaluate impacts differently

depending, among other things, on their recovery capacity. Besides, we provided

forecasting models to monitor risks and issue alarms. The information obtained

through the framework permits to forecast supply chain disruptions, advice on

potentially dangerous situations, ranking list of suppliers and facilitate the negotiation

of insurance contracts, among several other possibilities.

As one of the indicators used in the TIS is malware, we focused on this type of

attacks to reduce the possible impacts they generate, aiming at improving decision

making to mitigate them. Malware attacks entail major cybersecurity risks for

SCCRM, as attackers use advanced obfuscation techniques to complicate malware

detection. Classification as a supervised learning discipline has not paid much

attention to the presence of adversaries who could perform attacks to mislead

classifiers so as to achieve a benefit. This motivated us to prevent the potential

degradation caused with metamorphic tools used by attackers to obfuscate malware.

As a solution, we provided a hybrid malware detection framework that extracts static

features directly from the binaries and dynamic features to analyse its behaviour in

Chapter 3. The initial experiments performed showed good results in comparison

with a benchmark. A recent dataset was included to showcase and understand the
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possible deterioration over time produced by changes in programming styles, operating

systems or attacking techniques. We observed that with this dataset performance

deteriorates. We studied the impact of obfuscated malware testing a metamorphic

tool used by attackers, acquiring the features most affected during obfuscation and

feature evolution after repeated obfuscations. We noticed that classifiers suffer

performance degradation and that feature management might improve it. We then

adopted an adversarial risk analysis approach to support the detection of malware

obfuscation attacks. The model studies the classifier and attacker problems from a

Bayesian perspective not entailing common knowledge assumptions typical of game

theoretic approaches. The model has been implemented in a distributed system and

tested with a recent dataset showing greater robustness than the underlying utility

sensitive Naive Bayes algorithm.

Crime servers entail potential risks for critical infrastructures worldwide. These

are employed to host overlay networks only accessed by specific software, perform

Denial of Service attacks, transfer money gathered illegally or perform malware

attacks. As a result of their attacks, the companies are exposed to, among others,

loss of sensitive information, service unavailability or reputation damage. The

detection of adversaries is complicated as they tend to use modern techniques to hide

their identification and their location, inflicting great waste of time for authorities in

the process of reaching these criminal networks. We focus on the different malware

types contained in these servers, as it is relevant to detect their specific type to

decide the relevant countermeasures and mitigate their consequences. In this, the

role of the adversary is essential as they launch a specific malware attack depending

on the goal they aim at accomplishing. We noted during our exploratory analysis

that malware multiclass detection performance degenerates. We observed also that

adversaries are able to execute obfuscation attacks to deceive classifiers, further
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complicating the right differentiation between classes for the methods. Besides,

obfuscation methods are evolving over time, demanding further research in this area

to construct robust models. To address this problem, we provided an alternative

model based on adversarial risk analysis, which is compatible with generative and

discriminative classifiers making use of Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)

in Chapter 4. The model required the capability to sample from the originating

instances when some of them have been obfuscated. We took into consideration our

uncertainty about the attacker’s elements. We noted that presenting explicit attacking

models is relevant to obtain good performance. Thus, we introduced AB-ACRA as

sampling strategy leveraging ARA to explicitly model the adversary’s knowledge and

concerns. We tested the model against Multinomial Regression and Random Forest

with obfuscated data, obtaining higher accuracy through a smaller number of data

samples. The model improves performance when reducing the distance tolerance to

accept obfuscated instances, but its reduction implies an elevated computational cost.

This could lead to a trade-off between improving outcome and computation time.

5.2 Further research

Cybersecurity is a constantly evolving field in which new threats make information

security teams remain on permanent alert. More sophisticated cyber attacks including

malware, phising or distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), threaten the sensitive

information and assets of the industries and governments. SCCRM has become more

complex due to the overlap and interconnection between suppliers. Even when the

organisation is protected by sophisticated security tools, their suppliers may not
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have the same security measures in place. Constructing robust models for SCCRM

is technically challenging, as it depends on a number of critical risk factors such

as the lack of effective system integration, information security issues, information

transparency or lack of compatibility among different IT platforms. For this reason,

we give consideration to building adaptive models that permit solutions for different

SCCRM problems.

Several research topics seem worth pursuing. We split them in two main areas:

SCCRM and malware detection.

5.2.1 Further topics in SCCRM

In this area, we have the chance to research other attack types affecting supply chain

such as DDoS, phishing, brute force attacks, man-in-the-middle, social engineering

or blackmailing. We extracted the expert knowledge with Cooke’s classical method,

Cooke (1991). However, we may obtain the expert knowledge through other methods

such as the Delphi technique (Hsu and Sandford, 2007), based on developing the range

of possible alternatives in the topic at hand, expose the underlying assumptions, find

the information that generates consensus, correlate expert judgments and instruct the

respondent group or the IDEA protocol (Hemming et al., 2018), which is structured

to obtain questions for the problem at hand, provide individual expert estimates

within credible intervals, discuss the results with other experts and combine their

answers using mathematical aggregation.

We may introduce schemes to learn about the involved β parameters of the logistic

regression function, using the type of experts assessments introduced in Section 2.3

as priors when data about attacks is revealed through Markov Chain Monte Carlo

methods, see e. g. French and Insua (2000).
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We should also incorporate additional impacts such as loss of productivity, income

reduction, the reduction of working hours, operational cost, fatalities, injuries to

physical and mental health, injuries to personal rights, personal economic damage

or environmental damage to name but a few. We might consider the collaboration

among suppliers to mitigate consequences when a service is disrupted or monitor

information sharing between suppliers to avoid unfair competition. We manage also

to add an attack mitigation protocol that allows to estimate time to recover and the

total mitigation cost depending on the type of attack. We could perform a supply

chain cyber risk robustness study, to observe if the model is able to comply with

the most important Key Performance Indicators (KPI) at an acceptable level due to

unexpected disruptions (Monostori, 2018).

We may also study the impact of human factors through behavioral supply

chain management (Schorsch et al., 2017), and integrate the model with Enterprise

Resource Planning (ERP) systems (Beal, 2019). This business management software

along with SCCRM would permit monitoring supplier risks when the organisation

performs purchasing, sales, manufacturing or marketing, helping to improve planing,

decision making, cross-organizational communication and recovery capacity. It would

be useful also to integrate the model with Warehouse Management Systems, which

automates data-entry and invoicing, reducing pick errors (CartonCloud, 2020).

5.2.2 Further topics in malware detection

We have used NB, MR and RF classifiers in Chapters 3 and 4. However, many other

algorithms have been used in this area, as reviewed in Chapter 1, and they might

be used in our development. We can also consider more recent approaches based on

deep learning using convolutional neural network (CNN) (Cui et al., 2018; Kolosnjaji
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et al., 2016), or the interpretable malware detector (I-MAD) which integrates a

hierarchical transformer network with a feed-forward neural network to provide an

impact interpretation of each feature (Li et al., 2019).

The model extension uses vanilla ABC, but it may be worth testing new ap-

proaches such as ABC using MCMC (Nagaraja and Braga-Neto, 2018) or ABC

importance sampling (Kohn et al., 2015) as well as employing more efficient samplers

such as the ones introduced in Gallego and Insua (2018).

We could consider attacks in the training phase (poison attacks), not only in the

operational phase (evasion attacks), including decision-based attacks (Brendel et al.,

2017), membership inference attacks (Shokri et al., 2017), random attacks or other

intentional attacks. We used metame as a real metamorphic obfuscator, but other

obfuscators such as Resonance (Silva, 2019) are relevant, studying the combination of

several obfuscators to make detection even more difficult so as to improve the models.

Computations in ARA multiclass models are very costly and we should try to develop

methods to reduce its computational load. We can add an auto update routine that

incorporates the last binaries refreshing the model in real time. The dynamic malware

analysis performed through Cuckoo is slower as each binary must be executed and

analyzed separately in a virtual environment. Alternatively, we may use a standalone

executable file. It runs in a High Performing Computing environment, enabling the

integration within a virtual environment such as Virtual Box, VMware or KVM,

into a container allowing parallelizing this task in different nodes. An example of

container is Singularity (Kurtzer, 2018). This container supports several image

formats from Linux distributions limiting the user’s ability to escalate privileges.

Another technology that should assist in improving computation is the Message

Passing Interface Standard (MPI), which enables processes to communicate in an

efficient, flexible and portable manner (Forum, 2019).
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We may adapt the model to the iOS and Android platforms, performing the

static and dynamic analysis along with the classification tasks through parallel

computing and extend it to Internet of Things devices (Deogirikar and Vidhate,

2017). The devices should be connected through the cloud to perform updates and

improve detection based on incorporating new malware samples along with novel

adversary attacks that appear every day. We might contemplate other relevant

malware types such as ransomware, spyware or malvertising (Grimes, 2019). These

would imply different decision making during the mitigation process which could

also extend this work. The last malware samples considered for this study were

collected in 2018, it would be interesting to compare the model results with recent

malware obtained during 2019 and 2020 (Malwarebytes, 2020), so as to observe

the performance degradation possibly produced for the changes introduced in such

software in that period of time.

We could also check recent malware found for the Android platform (Doevan,

2020), given the popularity of smartphone capabilities, new malware forms such as

rogue apps (Stirnimann, 2019) are appearing. We could audit also malware oriented

towards iOS devices (Doffman, 2019). In reference to benign binaries, we used the

ones obtained from raw copies of MS Windows 7 and 8 extracted from the Program

Files directory, due to their compatibility with most MS operating system versions,

as well as through PortableApps, but other binaries should be adopted for further

research. In any case, we might employ the benign binaries from the latest Windows

OS such as MS Windows 10 (Microsoft, 2019).
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Conclusiones

5.1 Resumen

Con la llegada de la era digital surgen nuevas amenazas relacionadas con la ciberseguri-

dad. El cibercrimen se encuentra motivado por adversarios que obtienen beneficios

atacando organizaciones, las cuales resultan muy afectadas y deben invertir recursos

en protegerse. A menudo, las organizaciones instalan cortafuegos como primera línea

de prevención; sin embargo, algunos componentes críticos pueden ser atacados de

forma accidental o intencionada, e incluso sufrir daños a través de empleados que

carecen de la formación adecuada. La aparición de algunos productos como BitSight,

SecurityScorecard o LEET Security, así cómo el aumento de la interconectividad

entre organizaciones, hace pensar que la gestión de ciber riesgos dentro de la cadena

de suministro (GCRCS) pueda ser un problema significativo. Asimismo, el software

malicioso se encuentra en el top de las amenazas en ciberseguridad, afectando directa-

mente a la GCRCS. Debido a los continuos cambios que experimenta este software y

el hecho de que los adversarios son capaces de aprender cómo funcionan los sistemas

de protección, hace que los antivirus tradicionales sean ineficientes detectando este

tipo de amenazas.

Este problema, nos ha motivado a elaborar un marco operativo que hace uso de

juicios de expertos y de un Sistema Inteligente de Amenazas (SIA) en el Capítulo 2,
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el cual obtiene datos sobre los ataques que recibe una organización y sus proveedores.

Para su desarrollo, hemos definido los modelos que estiman la probabilidad de un

ataque lo suficientemente dañino cuando una organización es atacada de forma

directa o través de sus proveedores. Para ello, hemos hecho uso de la información

obtenida sobre los ataques que recibe la organización, su postura y entorno de

seguridad, considerando las posibles pérdidas de disponibilidad y de reputación.

Las organizaciones no suelen distribuir la información sobre ciber ataques recibidos,

ya que podría suponer un riesgo para su reputación. Para solventar esta falta de

datos, hemos calibrado un grupo de expertos a través de una encuesta con preguntas

generales de ciberseguridad y creamos otra, que ayuda a obtener las probabilidades de

ataque necesarias para determinar los niveles de riesgo asociados. Del mismo modo,

hemos añadido preguntas específicas para evaluar los impactos generados cuando

una organización se recupera de un ataque recibido, proporcionando modelos de

previsión para analizar los posibles riesgos y emitir alarmas en momentos específicos.

La información obtenida permite realizar previsiones sobre posibles pérdidas de

disponibilidad, advertir sobre situaciones de riesgo, clasificar proveedores o facilitar

la negociación con aseguradoras.

Uno de los principales indicadores detectados por el SIA son los ataques producidos

por software malicioso. Dada su relevancia, hemos centrado nuestra atención en

este tipo de software, con el objetivo de mejorar la toma de decisiones cuando se

producen estas amenazas. Los ataques a través de software malicioso, suponen un alto

riesgo para la ciberseguridad; además, los adversarios utilizan métodos avanzados

de ofuscación, haciendo más difícil su detección. Los algoritmos de clasificación

dentro de la disciplina de aprendizaje automático, no prestan demasiada atención

a estos adversarios, los cuales podrían hacer que los métodos fallen con el fin de

conseguir un beneficio. Este problema nos ha motivado a elaborar una solución para
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prevenir la posible degradación causada por los adversarios cuando ofuscan este tipo

de software en el Capítulo 3. Para ello, hemos proporcionado un marco operativo

híbrido que extrae las características estáticas y dinámicas de los binarios, ayudando

a analizar el comportamiento del software malicioso. Los experimentos iniciales con

este marco, mostraron mejores resultados que los tomados como referencia. Del

mismo modo, incluimos un conjunto de datos con malware actual, para analizar el

posible deterioro causado por cambios en los estilos de programación, en los sistemas

operativos o en las técnicas de ataque. En esta línea, hemos estudiado el impacto

producido por software malicioso ofuscado, haciendo uso de una herramienta que

utilizan los atacantes, obteniendo las características más afectadas durante el proceso

de ofuscación. Los clasificadores utilizados muestran un rendimiento menor con

este tipo de software, el cual podría mejorarse mediante la gestión adecuada de las

características extraídas de los binarios. Dado el problema planteado, presentamos

un modelo basado en análisis de riesgos adversarios para dar soporte a la detección

de software malicioso ofuscado. El modelo estudia el problema del clasificador y del

atacante desde una perspectiva Bayesiana, sin asumir conocimiento común entre

ambos. Además, éste ha sido implementado en un sistema distribuido a través de un

conjunto de datos actual, mostrando un rendimiento mayor que el clasificador Naive

Bayes.

Los servidores utilizados para llevar a cabo crímenes suponen un alto riesgo para

infraestructuras críticas. Estos son utilizados para realizar ataques de denegación de

servicio, realizar transferencias ilegales o lanzar ataques a través software malicioso.

Como resultado, las organizaciones sufren la pérdida de información confidencial, la

falta de disponibilidad de sus servicios o la pérdida de reputación. La detección de

estos ataques es difícil, debido a que los adversarios utilizan sistemas para ocultar

su localización, haciendo perder el tiempo a las autoridades en su rastreo. Ante
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estos aspectos, en el Capítulo 4, nos hemos centrado en detectar los diferentes tipos

de software malicioso, con los cuales, si se clasifican de forma correcta, se podría

mejorar la toma de decisiones para mitigar sus consecuencias. Durante el análisis

exploratorio, hemos observado que los clasificadores obtienen un rendimiento menor

detectando los diferentes tipos de software malicioso. Además, hemos percibido

que los adversarios pueden realizar ataques de ofuscación dificultando aun más su

detección. Para hacer frente a este problema, hemos proporcionado un modelo

basado en análisis de riesgos adversarios compatible con clasificadores generativos y

discriminativos, que hace uso de Computación Bayesiana Aproximada. El modelo

requiere la capacidad de muestrear de instancias originales, las cuales podrían estar

ofuscadas. Asimismo, hemos considerado la incertidumbre referente a los elementos

del adversario, aceptando instancias cuando la distancia entre éstas y la observada es

lo suficientemente cercana. Se ha observado que para obtener resultados aceptables

es relevante introducir modelos de ataques adversarios. De este modo, introducimos

AB-ACRA como estrategia para definir el conocimiento y los intereses del adversario.

Para analizar el enfoque propuesto, hemos utilizado un clasificador de regresión

multinomial y otro de árboles aleatorios junto con datos ofuscados. Los clasificadores

obtuvieron una precisión mayor con un número pequeño de muestras. Observamos,

además, que el modelo presenta mayor rendimiento al reducir la tolerancia aceptando

las instancias ofuscadas; sin embargo, esta reducción puede conllevar un coste

computacional alto. Esto nos podría llevar a un equilibrio entre obtener mejores

resultados u obtener menor coste computacional.
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5.2 Investigación futura

La ciberseguridad es un campo que se encuentra en constante evolución. Los ataques

más sofisticados incluyen el software malicioso, la suplantación de identidad o los

ataques de denegación de servicio, amenazando la pérdida de datos personales o

activos industriales. La GCRCS es muy compleja debido a las diferentes relaciones

entre proveedores que tienen las organizaciones. Además, el hecho de que una orga-

nización tenga sistemas de seguridad implementados, no implica que sus proveedores

tengan sistemas similares. El desarrollo de modelos robustos para la GCRCS es un

gran desafío técnico; éste depende de factores como la falta de sistemas de integración

efectivos, la seguridad en la información, transparencia informativa o la compati-

bilidad entre las diferentes plataformas informáticas. Esto nos lleva a considerar el

desarrollo de modelos dinámicos que se pueda adaptar a los diferentes problemas

planteados por la GCRCS.

Existen varias formas de avanzar esta investigación. Estas se encuentran separadas

en dos áreas principales: la GCRCS y la detección de software malicioso.

5.2.1 Avances en la GCRCS

En esta área, podemos investigar nuevas formas de ataque que afectan a la cadena

de suministro, como son los ataques de denegación de servicio, de suplantación de

identidad, los ataques por fuerza bruta, los denominados "hombre en el medio", los

ataques realizados a través de ingeniería social o los chantajes mediante correos

electrónicos.

En nuestro estudio, hemos extraído el conocimiento de los expertos a través

del método clásico de Cooke (Cooke, 1991). Sin embargo, podemos obtener este
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conocimiento a través de otras técnicas como Delphi (Hsu and Sandford, 2007), la cual

se basa en desarrollar el rango de posibles alternativas del tema a tratar, exponer las

suposiciones subyacentes, encontrar la información que genera consenso, relacionar

los juicios que presentan los expertos e instruir al grupo que será encuestado o

también, podemos utilizar el protocolo IDEA (Hemming et al., 2018), el cual se basa

en obtener preguntas relacionadas con el contenido a tratar, proporcionar estimadores

de expertos individuales dentro de unos intervalos de confianza, permitir el debate

entre los expertos sobre los resultados obtenidos y combinar sus respuestas a través

de agregación matemática. Del mismo modo, podemos incorporar esquemas que

aprenden los parámetros β del modelo, utilizando los desarrollos introducidos en

la Sección 2.3 como datos a priori y haciendo uso de cadenas de Marcov de Monte

Carlo (MCMC), French and Insua (2000). En este modelo, podríamos incorporar

impactos adicionales como la pérdida de productividad, la reducción de ingresos, la

disminución en las horas de trabajo, los costes operacionales, las muertes, los daños

físicos o en la salud mental, así como la pérdida de derechos personales o daños en el

entorno. También, podemos considerar la colaboración entre proveedores, ayudando

a mitigar las consecuencias por pérdida de disponibilidad o analizar la información

compartida entre estos para evitar competiciones injustas. Podría ser interesante

añadir un protocolo de mitigación que permitiera estimar el tiempo de recuperación

y el coste asociado a cada tipo de ataque. Además, se podría añadir un estudio de

la robustez dentro de la cadena de suministro, observando si el modelo es capaz de

mantener los indicadores ante pérdidas de servicio imprevistas (Monostori, 2018).

Asimismo, podemos evaluar el impacto que produce el comportamiento humano

en la gestión de la cadena de suministro (Schorsch et al., 2017), e integrar el modelo

con un sistema de planificación de recursos (Beal, 2019). Este software junto con la

GCRCS, permitiría analizar los riesgos provenientes de los proveedores cuando se
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realizan compras, ventas o operaciones de comercio, ayudando a mejorar aspectos

como la planificación, la toma de decisiones, la comunicación entre organizaciones y

la capacidad de recuperación. También, podríamos mejorar el modelo con un sistema

de gestión de almacenes, el cual permitiría automatizar la incorporación de datos, la

facturación o reducir el índice de errores (CartonCloud, 2020).

5.2.2 Avances en la detección de malware

En el modelo propuesto, hemos utilizado clasificadores como el clasificador Naive

Bayes, el clasificador de bosques aleatorios o el de regresión multinomial; sin embargo,

como hemos descrito en el Capítulo 1, otros algoritmos pueden ser utilizados en nuestro

modelo. Del mismo modo, se pueden considerar enfoques actuales como los basados en

aprendizaje profundo, que utilizan redes neuronales convolucionales (Cui et al., 2018;

Kolosnjaji et al., 2016), o estudiar un detector interpretable de software malicioso,

el cual utiliza una red jerárquica junto con una red neuronal, proporcionando una

interpretación sistemática del impacto que produce las características de los binarios

(Li et al., 2019). En el modelo implementado, hemos utilizado Computación Bayesiana

Aproximada estándar, que se podría combinar con el uso de CMCM (Nagaraja and

Braga-Neto, 2018) o a través de muestreo por importancia (Kohn et al., 2015), así

como emplear muestreos más eficientes como los introducidos en (Gallego and Insua,

2018).

En referente a los ataques considerados, hemos considerado ataques en la fase

operacional (ataques de evasión), pero se podría analizar ataques en la fase de

entrenamiento (ataques de envenenamiento), los cuales incluyen ataques basados en

decisiones (Brendel et al., 2017), ataques de inferencia (Shokri et al., 2017), ataques

aleatorios u otros ataques intencionados. Cómo herramienta de ofuscación real hemos
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utilizado metame, pero se pueden utilizar otros ofuscadores como Resonance (Silva,

2019) y estudiar la combinación de estos, para hacer la detección un poco más

difícil y mejorar los modelos. Hemos observado que la computación del modelo es

bastante costosa y se deberían desarrollar métodos para reducirla. Del mismo modo,

se puede añadir una rutina de actualización que incorpore los binarios en tiempo

real. El análisis dinámico desarrollado es lento, debido a que cada binario tiene

que ser ejecutado por separado en un entorno virtual. Como alternativa, podemos

utilizar contenedores individuales. Estos son compatibles en entornos de computación

de alto rendimiento y se pueden integrar con entornos virtuales como Virtual Box,

VMware or KVM, permitiendo paralelizar esta tarea en diferentes nodos. Un ejemplo

de contenedor es Singularity (Kurtzer, 2018). Este contenedor es compatible con

diferentes distribuciones de Linux y evita el escalado de privilegios entre los usuarios.

Otra tecnología que podría mejorar la computación, es el paso de mensajes a través

de un interfaz standard; éste permitiría comunicar los procesos de una forma eficiente,

flexible y portátil (Forum, 2019).

El modelo desarrollado se puede adaptar a otras plataformas como iOS y Android;

para ello, se elaboraría el análisis estático y dinámico junto con la clasificación a

través de la computación en paralelo. Igualmente, se podría extender a disposi-

tivos denominados "internet de los objetos" (Deogirikar and Vidhate, 2017). Estos

dispositivos mejorarían si estuviesen sincronizados, obteniendo actualizaciones e

incorporando software malicioso reciente y ataques adversarios novedosos. Además,

se pueden contemplar otros tipos de software malicioso como el ransomware, spy-

ware o malvertising (Grimes, 2019). Los binarios considerados para este estudio

fueron obtenidos durante el 2018. Sin embargo, podría ser interesante comparar

los resultados obtenidos, con software malicioso reciente obtenido durante los años

2019 y 2020 (Malwarebytes, 2020); de este modo, se podría observar una posible
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degradación en el rendimiento de los algoritmos, debido a los cambios introducidos en

dicho software durante este periodo. Asimismo, podemos evaluar software malicioso

orientado a plataformas como Android (Doevan, 2020): dada la popularidad de

las capacidades de los teléfonos inteligentes, aparecen tipos de software malicioso

nuevos, como las denominadas aplicaciones rogue (Stirnimann, 2019). Además, sería

interesante explorar software malicioso orientado a dispositivos iOS (Doffman, 2019).

Los binarios benignos utilizados en este estudio, han sido extraídos del directorio

de Archivos de Programa, usando copias originales de MS Windows 7 y 8 y hemos

obtenido binarios benignos actuales a través de PortableApps, siendo compatibles

con la mayoría de sistemas operativos de MS; sin embargo, se podrían añadir otros

binarios para extender este trabajo, como los benignos de la última versión de MS

Windows (Microsoft, 2019).
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Appendix

Additional questions from external reviwers:

• In Section 3.3, the data sets are built where randomly selected 542 malware

binaries are merged with 542 benign binaries. Then the utilized Naive Bayes

algorithm is shown to outperform the existing approach for VxHeaven dataset,

due to hybrid feature extraction. The imbalance ratio is 50 percent in this case.

I wonder what happens for more imbalanced data sets. A brief discussion may

be helpful.

- Malware detection is a problem that depends on several factors related with

the data extracted from the binaries. To compare our results, we make the

experiments in similar form than our benchmark O’Kane et al. But factors

such as the malware/benign binaries source, the period that are obtained,

the features extraction method, methods used or imbalanced data sets, could

change the performance of the algorithms chosen.

• A similar issue emerges where a classifier is trained with obfuscated malware

and benign instances. What would happen to the performance of the algorithms

if the percentage of non- obfuscated malware is more or less than 50 percent?

The thesis mixes 50% each of the benign binaries and malware. What if it is
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more imbalanced?

- In this study, we only consider that the attacker is able to make evasion

obfuscation attacks that affect the test subset. However, it could be interesting

to consider poison attacks that affect the training set to observe how the

performance of the algorithms may change. This is considered as a further

research in the thesis.

• In Section 3.4, what are the percentages of obfuscated malware/benign binaries

in the testing set? Is it also 50 percent?

- In each experiment, we use random split of Training and Test set, maintaining

the proportion of 80%-20%. In this form, the test set will have different

proportion of malware and benign binaries which is the most realistic. As an

example, anti-malware tools did not analyse the same proportion of benign

and malware binaries.

• In general, is the level of obfuscation relevant for the outcome of these type of

studies? In Section 4.2, the same amount of benign and malware files is used

for experiments (542 and 905 each respectively for each experiment). A brief

discussion on potential impact of balance ratios on results could be relevant

here as well. And what are the percentages of each class (trojan, adware, virus)

in these experiments?

- It also depends on several reasons, in this section, we test multiclass malware

detection which affect a little bit more the performance of the algorithms but

they should not be obfuscated, at least, we do not use a specific tool or method

to obfuscate the malware binaries. As we create the experiments through

binary random selection, the percentages of each class (trojan, adware, virus)
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could vary in every experiment. We think this is helpful to observe what is the

averange performance when there are different percentages of each malware

class.

• The thesis describes computational tricks and alternatives while doing the

experiments. Is it possible to provide further information on computational

time to give perspective for companies with different size supply chain networks?

Can this framework be employed real time or at a more strategic longer-term

setup? If/when these methods are utilized in practice, what could be the

bottlenecks in implementation?

- The implementation of these methods have been developed in a distributed

system. We do not provide computational time because it depends on the

system, if the system is composed with large amount of nodes should obtain

better performance that otherwise. It can be relevant also the system design,

the architecture, the file system or the workload manager. This framework could

be used in real time adding methods to take into account different obfuscation

methods, routines to incorporate new malware/benign binaries and automating

the dynamic binary analysis. One of the possible bottlenecks could be found

with the dynamic binary analysis because of the binaries must be executed in

a controlled environment (to observe its behaviour) with a specific time such

as one, two or five minutes. Other possible bottleneck could be found with the

re-training of the algorithms using new malware/benign binaries which is very

related to the classifier or the amount of binaries used.
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